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Abstract
This Philosophiae Doctor thesis presents the motivation, objectives and reasoning behind
the undertaken project. This research, study the capability of compressible Implicit Large
Eddy Simulation (ILES) in predicting free shear layer flows, under dierent free stream
regimes (Static and Co-flow jets).
Unsteady flows or jet flows are non-uniform in structure, temperature, pressure and
velocity. Turbulent mixing is of particular importance for the developing of this class of
flows. As a shear layer is formed immediately downstream of the jet exhaust, an early lin-
ear instability involving exponential growth of small perturbations is introduced at the jet
discharge. Beyond this development stage, in the non-linear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
region large scale vortex rings roll up, and their dynamics of formation and merging be-
come the defining feature of the transitional shear flow into fully developed regime. This
class of flows is particularly relevant to numerical predictions, as the extreme nature of
the flow in question is considered as a benchmark; however, experimental data should be
selected carefully as some results are controversial. To qualify the behaviour of unsteady
flows, some important criteria have been selected for the analysis of the flow quantities
at dierent regions of the flow field (average velocities, Reynolds stresses and dissipa-
tion rates). A good estimation of high-order statistics (Standard Deviation, Skewness and
Kurtosis) correspond to mathematical steadiness and convergence of results. From the
physical point of view, similarity analysis between jet’s wake sections reveals physical
steadiness in results. Spectral analysis of the dierent regions of the flow field could be
used as a sign that the energy cascade is correctly predicted or eciently enough since this
is where the smallest scales are usually present and which in eect require to be modelled
by the dierent numerical schemes.
The flow solver has been reviewed and improved. The former, a revised version of
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the reconstruction numerical schemes (WENO 5th and WENO 9th orders) has been per-
formed and tested, the correspondent results have been compared against analytical data;
the latter, correction of the method to compute the Jacobian of the transformation (singu-
larity correction), by changing from the standard algebraic to geometric method, and aug-
mented with transparent boundary condition, giving mathematical and physical meaning
to the obtained results. The flow solver improvements and review have been verified and
validated through simulations of a compressible Convergent-Divergent Nozzle (CDN),
and the standard and a modified version of the Shock tube test cases, where the results are
gained with minimal modelling eort.
The study of numerical errors associated with the simulations of turbulent flows, for
unsteady explicit time step predictions, have been performed and a new formula proposed.
Ten dierent computational methods have been employed in the framework of ILES and
computations have been performed for a jet flow configuration for which experimental
data and DNS are available. It can be seen that a numerical error bar can be defined
that takes into account the errors arising from the dierent numerical building blocks of
the simulation method. The eects of dierent grids, Riemann solvers and numerical
reconstruction schemes have been considered, however, the approach can be extended to
take into account the eects of the initial and boundary conditions as well as subgrid scale
modelling, if applicable.
From the physical analysis several observations were established, revealing that dier-
ences in terms of jet’s core size are not an important parameter in terms of quantification
and qualification of predictions, in other words, data should be reduced to the jet’s iner-
tial reference system. Moreover, the comparative study has been performed to identify
the dierences between Riemann solvers (CBS and HLLC), Low Mach number Limit-
ing/Corrections (LMC), numerical reconstruction schemes (MUSCL and WENO) and
spatial order of accuracy (2nd-order LMC, 5th-order LMC and 9th-order schemes) in
combination with the most ecient cost/resolution discretization level (Medium mesh).
The comparisons between results reveals for the Static and Co-Flow jets that the CBS
MUSCL 5th-order LMC and the HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC as the most accu-
rate schemes in predicting this class of flows, accordingly. Furthermore, the selected
numerical methods show to be in accordance with the empirical (Static) and experimental
(Co-flow) results in terms of resonance frequency and/or Strouhal number; also, the ex-
pected behaviour in terms of spectral energy decay rate throughout the jet’s central line is
observed. To conclude the study of the Static jet case, a possible explanation for the jet’s
Abstract iii
buoyancy eect is presented.
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1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the study of dierent methodologies to predict a jet flow
issuing into a free stream. Fluid dynamics of jets and plumes constitute an omnipresent
phenomena in nature. Some of these phenomena are obvious to even the most casual
observer, e.g. jets which exit from one’s mouth when exhaling on a cold morning, as-
trophysical jets at distances of light years away visible only through telescopes. These
mechanisms are highly non-linear, indeterministic and inherently unsteady, leading by
consequence to regions dominated by mixing, vortical structures and turbulence. There-
fore, a generic representation of turbulence behaviour and intensity plays an essential role
in predicting this class of flows [1]. By improving the eciency of turbulent jet mixing
several performance enhancements for jet/rocket engines can be achieved, e.g. decreased
jet noise, lower exhaust temperatures, increased combustion eciency and reduced pol-
lutant emission. The main focus of this work is to improve the understanding of the
dierent numerical methods in predicting the physical behaviour and its correspondent
characteristics for this class of flows, jet flows.
The existence of turbulence has been well-established from the past and it is one of the
most studied phenomena, also despite great eorts, an unified theory has not emerged. Its
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non-linearity character, without mention the importance to every natural system led many
scientists and researchers to dedicate themselves to this challenging topic. Notoriously,
an accurate measure of turbulence is dicult to obtain in a natural or experimental en-
vironment; however, from the work done on turbulence some contributions were made
in ideas and tools of lasting value to neighbouring areas of science (e.g. negative tem-
perature, anomalous diusion, the concept of power law scaling in many body problems,
the notions of scale invariance and universality, just to name a few) [1, 2]. With the
rapid development of computational hardware and performance (Moore’s Law), numeri-
cal simulations have increased in significance and are currently used as a tool to predict
uncertainties that arise from turbulence phenomenology. As a possible futuristic scenario,
when quantum computers become eectively available, the current demands in compu-
tational power and hardware could be easily fulfilled, in order to accurately predict the
turbulence behaviour.
The remaining of this chapter will briefly illustrate the current physics and compu-
tational or numerical techniques behind fluid dynamics, as well as the nature and the
characteristic features of turbulence and jet flows.
1.1 Jet Flows
The technology of jets dominate our lives, from propelling engines through the exhaling
of chimneys which spew the waste products of industry. Controlling the mixing of the
jet (or plume) with its surroundings is the focus of active research [3–9]. Typical prac-
tical applications demand enhanced combustion between injected fuel and background
oxidizer, rapid initial mixing and submergence of euent fluid, or improved mixing of a
hot exhaust with the surroundings to aect after-burning [10–12]. In this context, there is
a crucial interest in recognizing and understanding the local nature of the jet instabilities
and their global non-linear development in space and time [13]. On the other hand, purely
academic research in this area is also exciting since it deals with the many challenging
unresolved scientific issues of non-linear fluid dynamics and turbulence [14–17].
In aerodynamics, jet flows can be defined as the exhaust fluid from a rocket or jet
engine moving through another fluid [18]. This flow is non-uniform in structure, temper-
ature, pressure and velocity [19]; however, the jet dynamics is entirely controlled by the
vorticity (
 = r  v) defined in terms of the velocity field v, which gives a local measure
of the rotation of the fluid [20]. Normally the flow of jet engines or rockets exhausting
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into quiescent air, that changes dramatically in size and shape with the surrounding and
engine conditions [21, 22], exhibit a range of complex physical phenomena including
shock-waves, expansion fans, free shear layers and their interactions, multi-species flow,
mixing and chemical interactions. In the simplest conceptual jet description (free laminar
jet emerging from an axisymmetric nozzle) a shear layer is formed immediately down-
stream of the jet exit between jet stream and surroundings. As one moves downstream,
there is an early linear instability jet regime, involving exponential growth of small per-
turbations introduced at the jet exit. Beyond this development stage, in the non-linear
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability regime [23], large scale vortex rings roll up, and their dy-
namics of formation and merging become the defining feature of the transitional shear
flow [24]. Figure 1.1, hydrodynamics experimental Kelvin-Helmotz instability, it can be
observed the evolution and behaviour of the flow field.
Figure 1.1: Experimental visualization of the Kelvin-Helmotz instability. [1]
Laboratory studies show that azimuthal eects can be important fairly close to the jet exit
[25], so that the simple axisymmetric vortex-ring picture of the circular jet becomes less
realistic as one moves downstream from the jet exit. Suciently far downstream, three-
dimensionality is the crucial feature of the jet and the stream-wise vorticity component
(along the jet axial direction) is the more ecient one in entraining fluid from the sur-
roundings. In addition to the important role of azimuthal instabilities contributing to the
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breakdown of the vortex rings, mechanisms such as self-induction, vortex stretching, and
vortex reconnection are the main fluid dynamical processes involved in the transition to
the turbulent jet regime [26]. The most important new element introduced in the jet by
three-dimensional instabilities is that now in addition to the shear vorticity production,
vorticity can now also be generated locally through other mechanisms (e.g. by stretch-
ing and turning of old vorticity), and there are interesting new possibilities for how the
jet flow develops, depending on which types of unsteady vortex interactions are initiated.
They are coherent over distances comparable to and often longer than the jet diameter in
the axial direction. The characterization of jet flows through the longitudinal axis can be
divided in three dierent fields, near-field, transition and far-field. Figure 1.2, a schematic
representation of the dierent fields and regions that can be observed on a jet flow. The
near-field consists in the exhaust fluid that has not yet been mixed with the free stream
flow and with residual fuel enriched parts that start to burn randomly with the free stream
oxidizer in the outer layer. The transition field, the 3D break down of the mixing and jet’s
vortical rings region occurs. In the far-field (jet’s wake), the jet flow is mixed with the
free stream flow and the influences of the engine discharge are negligible (fully developed
jet). [27]
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of a jet flow. [28]
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1.1.1 Axisymmetric Jets
A survey concerning jet flows has been performed in the past by Birch [21]. This subsec-
tion is a summary of its conclusions. It has been pointed out the enormous diculty in
achieving uniformity and consistency in terms of results, as they are not as readily avail-
able as might be supposed and some of the basic characteristics of this class of flows are
still surprisingly controversial. Because of this, it is often dicult to clearly identify the
best data to use for code validation, or to accurately assess what uncertainty may exist in
the data selected.
In axisymmetric jets, there are two regions that approximate standard self-similar
flows. The first is the turbulent mixing region in the near-field, and the second is a re-
gion far downstream of the end of the jet potential core where the jet becomes fully
self-similar. Furthermore, from the survey [21], two significant conclusions can be made
from the observation of turbulent mixing layers. These conclusions are that:
 under normal experimental conditions, the mixing in these flows is not a function
of either Reynolds number or Mach number (for Ma  1:0);
 at suciently large downstream distances, the mixing reaches an asymptotic state
that is, within data accuracy, independent of initial conditions.
The first observation implies that if dierences exist between jets, these must be due to
dierences in the initial conditions. This is strictly true if the boundary layers at the
nozzle exhaust are turbulent; if the boundary layers are laminar, the jet mixing may also
depend on a variety of external and internal sources of disturbance, hence the importance
of carefully documenting the initial conditions. The second observation suggests that, for
suciently thin or no initial wall boundary layers, the jet mixing should be essentially
independent of initial conditions.
Laminar initial conditions
It has been found, when the boundary layer at the nozzle exhaust is laminar, there is
strong and unpredictable variations in the jet core size, for dierent nozzle exit velocities,
and these results dier significantly from facility to facility, as it is extremely dicult to
exactly replicate the same conditions/experiments with dierent equipments, measuring
techniques and instruments that behave dierently [29]. By tripping the boundary layer,
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if it exists, seemed to stabilize the mixing and led to a core length that can be relatively
independent of the nozzle exit velocity.
Turbulent initial conditions
For many nozzle flows, however, even if the nozzle’s internal boundary layer is turbulent it
may not be fully developed. Unfortunately, there are no detailed studies of how this might
change the development of a mixing layer. Based on the available data, if a broad band
turbulence spectrum is established with an amplitude of about 0:1  UJet, these changes
are probably small [30–32].
The Reynolds number enters the problem because the thickness of the initial wall
boundary layer does depend on the Reynolds number. Therefore, while a Reynolds num-
ber criterion may be a useful guide in designing a nozzle test, it is important to remember
that it is the characteristics of the initial boundary that are the controlling factors, not the
Reynolds number. In addition, this Reynolds number estimate applies only to cold jets,
since the core of a hot jet is shorter than that of a cold jet.
However, the thickness of the initial boundary layer can have a large eect on the
development of a jet and on how well the flow data will scale. A minimum requirement
for a jet to be only weakly dependent on initial conditions is that the initial mixing layer
becomes fully developed within the potential core. If this is achieved, then the flow at the
end of the jet core will not depend on initial conditions and this, presumably, will also
apply to the rest of the jet development.
The transition region
Until recently, detailed experimental mean flow and turbulence data for axisymmetric jets
has been largely limited to low speed flows, primarily because of the diculty of interpret-
ing hot-wire data in compressible flows. The accuracy of the data at available, however,
varies greatly and so needs to be viewed with caution. Nevertheless, the best of these
studies are already proving to be very valuable [33–36]. In spite of some dierences, the
mean velocity data is in excellent agreement. This, however, is not true for the turbulence
data. The mean flow data from Lau et al. [33] were obtained using a LDV system.
The shear stress measurements are important because one can check their consistency
with the measured mean velocity profiles. The expected value for the shear stress in
this region of the jet have also shown and it is known from numerical calculations, that
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measured values must fall within this region over most of the length of the jet’s core for
the turbulence measurements to be consistent with the measured length of the jet’s core.
Only the [33] data fall within this band. Hot-wire measurements, however, are limited to
cold, low speed flows, while PIV measurements can be taken in hot compressible flows.
One of the very interesting results that emerged is that, while the mean velocity starts to
drop at an XD  5, the peak shear stress drops much slower. This is more pronounced for
the normal stress.
In an axisymmetric jet when the flow becomes fully developed, the turbulence levels
are almost twice those in a fully developed mixing layer. Therefore, at the end of the
jet core, the flow starts to transition from something that resembles a mixing layer to an
axisymmetric jet. Since the turbulence level, normalized by the local center-line velocity,
in a fully developed jet is much larger than in a mixing layer, there is an initial fast increase
in this quantity downstream of the end of the jet potential core. However, the center-line
velocity itself starts to decrease rapidly in this region of the jet. Furthermore, turbulence
measurements are not all that useful indicator of the behaviour of the flow through the
center-line; within the core, these measurements provide almost no useful information
about the development of the jet. Although these are the measurements that are often
compared with numerical predictions, to evaluate the accuracy of measurements. These
measurements are more meaningful farther downstream, but the jet mixing is still driven
mainly by the shear stress, which is zero on the center-line. If one must look at just one
quantity, the peak shear stress is probably the most meaningful quantity to be selected as
reference.
1.2 Nature of Turbulence
The nature of a flow field is determined by its ability to cope with small perturbations
which are ever present in all real flows. Above a critical value of the Reynolds number,
these instabilities propagate and result in a breakdown of the steady character of the flow.
The motion then becomes random in nature, the velocity at all points in the flow field
fluctuating with time. In spite of this irregularity, the flow is amenable to mathematical
treatment, statistically distinct average values can be obtained for its properties. The
period over which the averaging is considered must be large compared with the time scale
of the turbulence and yet small compared with the period of any slow external variations
in the flow field. If the averaged properties do not vary significantly with time, the flow
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may be described as ’steady’.[2, 37]
The two hypothesis fromKolgomorov work [38, 39] are that the turbulence is isotropic
in the universal equilibrium range, and there is a range of frequencies called the inertial
sub-range where no viscous dissipation occurs. The existence of an universal equilibrium
range states that turbulent structures that have a scale in this range have the same ’uni-
versal’ turbulent properties, and the division of larger eddies into smaller ones occurs in
the same way for all the concerning scales in this range. Kolgomorov states that they
could thus only depend on the energy dissipation  and the kinematic viscosity . The
dimensionless length scale built from this two quantities is known as the Kolgomorov
scale:
 =
 
3

!1=4
:
At this small scale, viscous eect are predominant and the eddies kinetic energy is dis-
sipated. Under these hypothesis, it can be proven that in the inertial sub-range where
isotropy occurs, the energy spectrum decreases with a power law of coecient   53 with
respect to the frequency (or wave number) and C is a universal constant,
E(k) = C
2
3 k 
5
3 :
In other words, turbulence consists of many superimposed periodic motions. Mixing or
production occurs predominantly in the largest eddies, those of low wave number which
obtain energy from the mean flow. This energy is passed to successively smaller eddies
by means of inertial interactions amongst the turbulence. The energy "cascades" from
eddies of low wave numbers to those of high wave numbers, or alternatively from low
frequencies to high frequencies. The upper size limit of the eddies is determined mainly
by the size of the system in which the flow occurs and the lower size limit is governed by
the eects of viscosity. Within the smallest eddies the flow is no longer turbulent but vis-
cous, and molecular eects are dominant. The high fluctuating viscous shear stresses that
arise in the smallest eddies result in a conversion of the turbulent kinetic energy into heat,
this process is termed ’viscous dissipation’. If there is no continuous external source of
energy, turbulence will dissipated into heat. However, energy may be generated by inter-
action between the turbulent stresses and velocity gradients in the mean flow to maintain
the supply through the wave number spectrum. This process is termed "production" and
the ratio of the production of energy to its dissipation by viscosity is a useful measure of
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the state of equilibrium of the flow. To distinguish the spectral regions a phase diagram is
associated to the energy spectrum by means of phase distribution. When production ex-
ists the value of phase is "random", while a steady phase value (
2
) identifies the inertial
scales.
Isotropic turbulence is said to exist when the statistical properties of the turbulence
have no preference for direction. In such a situation, the turbulent kinetic energy is equally
divided amongst its components in three orthogonal directions, arbitrarily located within
the flow. Isotropic turbulence also implies the absence of any shear stress arising from
turbulent fluctuations. Although isotropic flow fields are of little practical concern, the
concept has wide implications regarding the process of viscous dissipation of energy. If
the smallest eddies are spectrally far removed from those eddies which receive energy
from the mean flow and govern the turbulent mixing, then it seems plausible to assume
that the dissipative motions occurring in the small scales are independent of the large
scale processes. Hence a region of "local isotropy" is postulated to exist at the high wave
numbers end of the spectrum where the dissipation rate is equal for the three components
of the turbulent kinetic energy, irrespective of the mean flow structure.
1.3 Numerical Approaches
Although many experimental studies in the past decades have significantly increased the
current physical understanding of the flow physics, simulations accurately and reliably
predict turbulent flows, for the pass decades, and complement the experimental data and
results [40–46]. From the evolution of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), dierent
modelling techniques appeared. In the context of CFD, there are generally three standard
techniques:
 Reynolds-Averaged Numerical Simulation (RANS),
 Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) and Implicit Large-Eddy Simulation (ILES),
 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
The applicability of these standard numerical approaches to turbulent flows, as well
as their general advantages and disadvantages, will be briefly discussed in this section. A
more detailed explanation of the these numerical approaches can be found in some text
books [47, 48].
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1.3.1 Reynolds Averaged Numerical Simulation
The most common approach to calculate a problem in engineering is the Reynolds Av-
eraged Numerical Simulation. Reynolds averaging is based on the idea of decomposing
the exact solution of the flow into a statistical average and a fluctuating turbulent compo-
nent. The averaging procedure cannot be uniquely defined because it depends on the type
of problem, e.g. it could be a time average for a statistically steady flow, a spatial aver-
age for essentially two-dimensional flows, or an ensemble average for a family of similar
flows.
In case of engineering applications, the controlled conditions or free-stream condi-
tions rarely change in time, thus a time-averaging is preferred. With this approach, the
resolved mean flow can be considered free of fluctuations and all the unsteadiness is con-
tained in the unresolved turbulent scales that need to be modelled. Modelling is necessary
because the averaging procedure introduces additional unknown terms in the governing
equations that cannot be computed exactly from the mean flow variables. As a result, the
averaged equations are always complemented by additional turbulence models that mimic
the eects of the unsteady motions.
For unsteady flows, the time-scale associated with the organised unsteady motion ex-
ists and must be well separated from the time-scale of turbulent motion. The exact solu-
tion, for unsteady flows, can be seen as the sum of three contributing terms:
 time average,
 conditional average of the coherent motion,
 random fluctuation due to turbulent motion.
However, the time-scales should dier by several orders of magnitude, but in engineering
and geophysical applications very few flows satisfy this condition. [47]
The function of turbulence modelling in RANS is to devise approximations for the
unknown correlations between mean flow and fluctuating component, Reynolds stresses,
in order to close the system. However, these quantities are not able to completely repre-
sent the complex physical structures and interactions inherent to turbulent flows; hence, it
seems unlikely that any single model will successfully predict all types of turbulent flows
with any degree of certainty. For this reason, numerous turbulence models have been
developed over the past decades, algebraic and turbulence energy (e.g. k    and k   !)
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models, all introducing a number of unknown coecients. In order to adjust the mod-
els to particular flows, the unknowns are usually determined empirically by calibration
against existing experimental results. Therefore, the existing turbulence models should
be regarded as approximations of reality. [49]
1.3.2 Large Eddy Simulation
The development of Large Eddy Simulations is motivated by the limited applicability of
RANS to turbulent flows and it can be regarded as an intermediate approach between ac-
curacy and computational cost. However, the closure problem in the averaged form of the
Navier-Stokes equations, i.e. averaging of the equations leads to additional unknown cor-
relations (22 unknown correlations, in total, accounting for all symmetries) do not arise
within the LES formulation, as the large scales are explicitly resolved and therefore mod-
elling of the unknown stresses, sgsi j , is expected to be more straightforward. Moreover, in
contrast to RANS, standard LES model only the small-scale turbulent motions whereas
the larger turbulent structures are directly resolved. Since the smaller structures are only
slightly aected by the boundary conditions, they exhibit a more common character for
dierent types of flows. Thus, the models employed in LES tend to be more universal
and require fewer adjustments to the specific flow compared to a similar RANS model.
[47]
As it will be presented, on the next subsection, the grid requirements forDNS strongly
depend on the smallest scales present in the flow, but most of the turbulent kinetic energy
is contained in the larger structures. Therefore, while resolving the large-scale dynamics
of the flow directly, LES significantly reduces the total computing cost by modelling the
less energetic small scales. Ideally, the computational cost of LES is independent of the
Reynolds number, given that the reference length distinguishing the resolved, large scales
from the modelled, small scales lies in the inertial sub-range.
Formally, in standard LES the governing equations are filtered by convolving all de-
pendent variables with a predefined filter. The filtering operation decomposes the flow
field into the sum of a filtered, resolved component and a residual, subgrid-scale compo-
nent. The spatial and temporal evolution of the filtered component representing the large
scales is fully described by the filtered equations. The unknown subgrid scale (SGS) stress
tensor arising from the unresolved residual motions needs to be modelled. This system is
normally closed by SGS models that are primarily concerned with reflecting the dissipa-
tion of energy cascading down from the larger scales, in a statistical sense. When deriving
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the standard LES equations, it was implicitly assumed that dierentiation commutes with
the convolution. However, this is not valid at solid boundaries and for a variable filter op-
erator. Furthermore, like in all numerical approaches, errors in standard LES arise from
the approximation of the variables on a finite basis and numerical discretization. The dis-
sipation terms are responsible for the numerical diusion, especially near discontinuities.
Drawbacks of conventional LES also arise from SGS modelling. The possible masking
of the SGS terms by the leading order truncation error and the diculties in devising SGS
models for complex high Reynolds number jet flows.
1.3.3 Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
The Implicit Large Eddy Simulation approach is based on a similar manner to the standard
LES, in terms of filtering operator. However, it is assumed that the numerical discretiza-
tion on a computational grid implicitly separates large and small scales; thus, no explicit
filtering is necessary and the subgrid scale stress tensor, found for standard LES, is absent
in ILES. Furthermore, the unresolved motions need to be accounted for by the numeri-
cal method. This is generally achieved through adaptive, non-linear regularisation of the
solution to the governing conservation laws. In Figure 1.3 a detailed idea of the basic prin-
ciples and numerical dierences between LES and ILES can be seen, where the numerics
and the model are "merged" in ILES.
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Figure 1.3: LES and ILES numerical concepts.[47]
1.3.4 Direct Numerical Simulation
The DNS approach provides a complete time-dependent solution for turbulent flows. It
provides superior accuracy because all scales of motion and time are resolved, given it is
free of significant numerical or other errors. In order to represent all scales numerically,
the discretization of the governing equations has to be at least as fine as the exact solution.
As a result, the step-size of the discretized problem in time and space must be smaller than
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the characteristic time and the characteristic length of the smallest eddies present in the
flow. Additionally, the duration of the simulation and the size of the computational do-
main are determined by the characteristic time and the characteristic length of the largest,
energy-containing eddies, which can dier substantially from the size of the time/space
step. Since the range of scales observed in turbulent flows increases with progressively
higher Reynolds number, the resolution criterion limits the applicability of DNS to low
Reynolds number turbulent flows.
The number of grid points required for a numerical simulation depends on the spatial
resolution and the size of the flow field. Turbulent flows are inherently three-dimensional,
thus the number of grid points required for a fully three dimensional DNS is proportional
to Re
9
4 . In case of DNS, every scale has to be resolved, hence the distance between the
nodes cannot exceed the Kolmogorov scale and, consequently, the computational domain
should ideally have an extent of several times the characteristic length of the largest eddies
present in the flow. This estimate underlines the limitations of DNS due to a very rapid
increases of its computational cost with the Reynolds number.
1.4 Closing Remarks
One of the most important criteria that qualify the behaviour of unsteady flows are the
analysis of the flow quantities (average velocities, Reynolds stresses and dissipation rates)
at dierent regions of the flow field. Furthermore, a good estimation of high-order statis-
tics, for this class of flows by employing numerical predictions, correspond to mathe-
matical steadiness and convergence of results; also, the similarity analysis, between jet’s
wake sections, reveals physical steadiness in results. The spectral analysis of the dierent
regions of the flow field could be used as a sign that the energy cascade is correctly pre-
dicted or eciently enough since this is where the smallest scales are usually present and
which in eect require to be modelled by the dierent numerical schemes.
In LES, no "explicit" turbulence model is used since this class of numerical schemes
provide a built-in SGS model that may oer a better approach than explicit treatments.
Otherwise, one can argue the reason of using an explicit turbulence model altogether
due to the much larger dissipation introduced by the numerical methods themselves. With
ILES, the implicit ability of high-resolution methods to model turbulent flows arises from
the truncation error of the wave-speed dependent terms (which are responsible for gen-
erating numerical dissipation), when applying Godunov-type discretization methods. It
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is essential to improve the current understanding of the mechanisms that add dissipation
to the flow through the truncation error and avoid over dissipative numerical solutions by
triggering entropy production where and when required.
1.5 Objectives and Outline
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the ability of dierent solution strategies
for the governing equations, based on high-resolution methods, in predicting free shear
layers flows with dierent free stream conditions, by using a compressible flow solver.
The objectives can be summarised as follows:
 Understanding, reviewing and improving (when and where is needed) the flow
solver numerical methods to improve predictions with physical meaning, discretized
control volumes with singularities andWENO numerical reconstruction scheme;
 Explore the concept of an error bar, in the context of time explicit and unsteady
simulations;
 To assess the accuracy of dierent high resolution methods against detailed DNS
and experimental data for turbulent jet flows, this includes, comparisons between
dierent Riemann solvers, comparisons of the eects in augmenting a numerical
schemes withLMC, comparisons between dierent limiters/reconstruction schemes
and high resolution/higher order schemes;
 Investigate the applicability and turbulence predictions capability of the selected
numerical schemes;
 Explicative analysis of the jet wake behaviour (buoyancy).
Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
 Chapter 1: Here, the introduction to the Ph.D. and literature survey is presented as
part of the general description of the investigations conducted in the pass;
 Chapter 2: This chapter describes the necessary theoretical and numerical back-
grounds of the numerical methods used to obtain the results in the present thesis.
Also, a brief description of the improvements done in the flow solver is presented;
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 Chapter 3: The analysis presented in this chapter, show the numerical results from
the dierent improvements done in the flow solver, by using theConvergent-Divergent
Nozzle and the two and three dimensional Shock tube test cases;
 Chapter 4: In this chapter, the comparative analysis of the dierent numerical vari-
ants is studied from the mathematical point of view, Static and Co-flow Jet cases.
Also, the conceptual introduction of an error bar for unsteady simulations with ex-
plicit time steeping;
 Chapter 5: The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the dierent numerical vari-
ants is studied from the physical point of view, for the Static Jet case. It is also
presented, a possible and realistic explanation for the jet’s buoyancy;
 Chapter 6: The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the dierent numerical vari-
ants is studied from the physical point of view, for the Co-flow Jet case. It is also
presented, a possible and realistic explanation for the jet’s buoyancy;
 Chapter 7: In conclusion, the analysis of the results is presented here, enhancing
the main observations. A few recommendations and guidelines are made for future
work.
In addition, complementary material to the theoretical and numerical backgrounds,
and results presented in this thesis, are included in the appendices, accordingly.
Theory
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2
Numerical Methods
In this chapter, a brief description of the flow solver (CNS3D) with the dierent method-
ologies contained in its library, correspondent improvements and dierent tools developed
in this research will be presented.
The computational study is based on the ILES approach, e.g, see reviews [50–52].
The computational fluid dynamics code CNS3D [51, 53, 54] has been employed, which
has been previously applied to a wide range of flows featuring shock waves and turbulence
[51, 55–62]. The code solves the governing equations using a finite volume Godunov-
type methods [47, 63, 64]. The inter-cell numerical fluxes are computed based on the
solution to the Riemann problem using the reconstructed variables at the left and right of
the cell interface. The computational code includes a library of dierent Riemann solvers
[57]. In the present study the Characteristics-Based Scheme (CBS) [57, 65] and HLLC
approximate Riemann solver of [64] have been employed.
Higher order of accuracy is achieved usingMUSCL extrapolation [66], with the fifth-
order limiter proposed of [67, 68]; also, the second-order limiter [66] have been em-
ployed. The standard MUSCL extrapolation has been augmented using a low-Mach
number limiting scheme [69], which involves an additional stage in the reconstruction
19
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process for the velocity vector. It ensures uniform dissipation of kinetic energy in the
limit of zero Mach number (Ma), extending the validity of the Godunov method to at
least Ma  10 4, via a progressive central dierencing of the velocity components. The
formulation of the underlying governing equations is not changed, and monotonicity of
the density and scalar field is maintained. Furthermore, numerical simulations have been
performed using the fifth- and ninth-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)
methods [70], which have been implemented into CNS3D and tested for a wide range of
problems[58, 59, 61, 71]. The time integration has been obtained using a three-stage total
variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta method [47].
2.1 Jacobian of the Transformation and Transparent Bound-
ary Condition
A modification of the flow solver’s Jacobian of the transformation has been performed
(Singularity treatment). The algebraic method, previously in use, has been changed into
the geometrical method; also, a new boundary condition has been implemented in order
to close the transformed computational domain (Transparent Boundary condition). The
following relation, presents the corrected Jacobian of the transformation:
J =
@ (x; y; z)
@ (; ; )
=

@x
@
@y
@
@z
@
@x
@
@y
@
@z
@
@x
@
@y
@
@z
@
 + EPS; (2.1)
where EPS is an infinitesimal number with value 10 15, only being used when the product
of the partial derivatives of the Jacobian determinant is 0. However, this value in physical
terms correspond to the same length scale of sub atomic particles/waves. The pattern
created by this improvement over the singularity line is in star (*) pattern. Moreover, the
transformation form the physical into the computational domain’s, reduces or expand each
discretized cell into a computational cell of volume 1. Figure 2.1, shows the mathematical
concept of the Jacobian of the transformation and its correspondent eects by changing
from the algebraic to the geometrical method.
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Figure 2.1: Concept of coordinates transformation and singularity correction.
The augmentation of this treatment is done by a transparent boundary condition, where
the auxiliary cells of the computational domain are going to store the values of the corre-
spondent physical domain cells by 180o apart. This can be better visualized in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Transparent boundary condition concept, computational domain. Dotted squares,
auxiliary cells.
This correction do not change the mathematical characteristics of the flow solver and
the results have physical meaning. This observation will be proved by the results from the
next part of this thesis.
2.2 Governing Equations
The three dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations system implemented in the
flow solver, for a generalised co-ordinate system is written in conservative variables as:
@U
@t
+
@E
@x
+
@F
@y
+
@G
@z
= 0 (2.2)
where, the matrix vectors U, E, F and G are:
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U =
26666666666666666666666664

u
v
w
e
37777777777777777777777775
E =
26666666666666666666666664
u
u2 + p   xx
uv   xy
uw   xz
u(e + p)   uxx   vxy   wxz + qx
37777777777777777777777775
F =
26666666666666666666666664
v
uv   yx
v2 + p   yy
vw   yz
v(e + p)   uyx   vyy   wyz + qy
37777777777777777777777775
G =
26666666666666666666666664
w
uw   zx
vw   zy
w2 + p   zz
w(e + p)   uzx   vzy   wzz + qz
37777777777777777777777775
:
Applying Equation (2.1) to Equation (2.2), it is possible to be seen the eects of the
singularity treatment over the Navier-Stokes equations system.
U = JU; (2.3)
E = J(Ex + Fy +Gz); (2.4)
F = J(Ex + Fy +Gz); (2.5)
G = J(Ex + Fy +Gz); (2.6)
were J is the new Jacobian of the cell volume under consideration. The subscripts x;y;z
indicate a partial derivative with respect to x; y; z. The system of equations is completed
with the specification of an equation of state, which for an ideal gas is
p = i (   1) ; (2.7)
and
e = i +
1
2
(u2 + v2 + w2); (2.8)
where, , i, u, v and w are, density, internal energy and Cartesian velocity components
respectively.
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2.3 Discretization Methods
In this section, the numerical background in discretization methods, in which the flow
solver (CNS3D) is based, is briefly described. Amore detailed explanation can be founded
in [72, 73].
2.3.1 Finite Volume Method
Based on the control volume formulation, the Finite Volume Method (FVM) presents a
flexible discretization technique in which its extensive application is used into CFD flow
solvers. In its formulation applied to analytical fluid dynamics, the splitting the domain
into a number of control volumes, as a first step, the variables of interest are stored at
the geometrical center of the correspondent control volume. In the second step, an inte-
gration of the dierential form of the governing equations (similar to the control volume
approach) is performed over each cell element. The conservation laws are integrated
across a control volume and to describe the variation of the concerned variables, between
centroids, interpolation profiles are assumed. The resulting equations are then discretized,
allowing a digital handling by computers. In this manner, the discretized equations ex-
presses the conservation principle for the variables inside the control volume. [74]
The resulting solution of FVM satisfies the conservation of quantities such as mass,
momentum and energy and approximation is done during this procedure. Because the
flux entering a given cell is identical to that leaving the adjacent cell, this method is con-
servative. Moreover, values for the cell faces can be reconstructed by interpolation or
extrapolation of the cell averages. In comparison with other methods, like finite dier-
ences or finite element, the FVM can be consider as an exact method.
2.3.2 Godunov Method
From the methodology of the previous subsection, the governing equations are then solved
using the Godunov method [63]. In his proposed first order method, a one dimensional
form can be summarized as:
Un+1j = U
n
j +
t
x

F j 1=2   F j+1=2

; (2.9)
where the numerical flux at the cell face (F j+1=2) is calculated based on the solution to
the Riemann problem by using

Unj ;U
n
j+1

, and in a similar manner F j 1=2 is calculated by
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using the solution of the Riemann problem at

Unj ;U
n
j 1

.
2.3.3 Total Variation Diminishing and Monotonicity
Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) methods were developed based on the notion of the
total variation of the flowfield variable oscillations in the solution, this concept was in-
troduced by Ami Harten [75].
Considering just the one-dimensional in space direction x of variable array U, thus
becomes Ui (x), has a total variation defined by:
TV (U) =
Z @U@x
 dx: (2.10)
When considering the full system of equations then the U is also time dependent, U (x; t),
in which case the total variation is defined at a fixed time t. In a discretized domain, like
that of a FVM, U is a function of the mesh and its total variation at a time instant t at
iteration level n is given by:
TV (Un) =
+1X
i= 1
Unj+1   Unj  ; (2.11)
where the function U (x; t) is assumed to reach a zero or constant value as it reaches the
infinity boundaries in order to obtain a finite total variation. A scheme is regarded as a
TVD method when the following constraint is met:
TV

Un+1

 TV (Un) : (2.12)
It can be said that a system is monotonicity preserving (Equation (2.12)) if the follow-
ing properties are maintained as a function of time:
 No new local extrema can be created within the solution spatial domain.
 The value of a local minimum is non-decreasing, and the value of a local maximum
is non-increasing.
 A monotone scheme is TVD.
 A TVD scheme is monotonicity preserving.
In engineering and scientific problems, monotone schemes are preferred because they
provide solutions with physical meaning. Moreover, Godunov’s theorem proves that only
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first order linear schemes are monotone preserved and by consequence are TVD. Higher
order linear schemes, although more accurate for smooth solutions, in the presence of
discontinuities or shocks tend to introduce spurious oscillations. To surpass these charac-
teristics, various high-resolution, non-linear techniques have been developed, often using
flux/slope limiters. [76]
2.4 Time Integration
Several time stepping methods are coded within the flow solver, the second-order dual
time stepping scheme proposed by Jameson [77] and four fully explicit Runge-Kutta (RK)
time step methods, second-order method, second-order TVD version [78], third-order
Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) [79] and third-order extended stability method. The
third-order TVD method has been employed in this project and can be written as:
U1j = U
n
j +
t
x
f

Unj

; (2.13)
U2j = U
n
j +
1
4
t
x
h
f

Unj

+ f

U1j
i
; (2.14)
Un+1j = U
n
j +
1
6
t
x
[ f

Unj

+ f

U1j

+ 4 f

U2j

]: (2.15)
where t, is the global time step applied to all the cells. The global time step value
is computed based on the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number(CFL)[65], in this research
CFL = 0:5 for all the case studies. The global time stet is defined as:
t = min
0BBBBB@J CFL
max(j0j; j1j; j2j; j0j; j1j; j2j; j0j; j1j; j2j)
1CCCCCA ; (2.16)
where J denotes the Jacobian determinate and l ; 

l ; 

l (l = 0; 1; 2) are the eigenvalues of
the advective fluxes E,F and G respectively.
2.5 Higher-order Spatial Accuracy
This class of methods are used in high-resolution schemes, such as the MUSCL and
WENO schemes, to avoid the spurious oscillations that would otherwise occur with high
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order spatial discretization schemes due to shocks, discontinuities or sharp changes in
the solution domain. They can be understood as a process of reversing digital data to its
analogue counterpart.
For Higher-order spatial accuracy, the flow solvers library is based in two dierent
methodologies, the van Leer’s Monotone Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation
Laws (MUSCL [66]) technique, and Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO)
methods [80].
2.5.1 MUSCL
In the study of partial dierential equations of the conservation laws, theMUSCL scheme
is a finite volume method that provides highly accurate numerical solutions for a given
system, even when the solutions exhibit shocks, discontinuities, or large gradients. The
acronym MUSCL stands for Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation
Laws, and the term was introduced by Bram van Leer in a sequence of papers where he
constructed the first high-order, TVD scheme where second order spatial accuracy was
obtained. [66, 81–85]
The idea is to replace the piecewise constant approximation of Godunov’s scheme by
reconstructed states, derived from cell-averaged states obtained from the previous time-
step. For each cell, slope limited, reconstructed left and right states are obtained and
used to calculate fluxes at the cell faces. These fluxes can, in turn, be used as input to
a Riemann solver, following which the solutions are averaged and used to advance the
solution in time.
The base range of standard extrapolation methods in existence in the flow solver li-
brary are:
 Second-order: van Leer (VL), Minmod (MM), and van Albada (VA) [47, 64]
 Third-order: (M3) [55],
 Fifth-order: (M5) [67].
For MUSCL extrapolation, the left and right states of the conservative (or primitive)
variables at the cell faces are computed as:
ULi+1=2 = Ui +
1
4
2666664(1   c) lim rlim;Li  (Ui   Ui 1) + (1 + c) lim
0BBBBB@ 1rlim;Li
1CCCCCA (Ui+1   Ui)3777775 ; (2.17)
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URi+1=2 = Ui+1  
1
4
2666664(1   c) lim rlim;Ri  (Ui+2   Ui+1) + (1 + c) lim
0BBBBB@ 1rlim;Ri
1CCCCCA (Ui+1   Ui)3777775 ;
(2.18)
rlim;Li =
Ui+1   Ui
Ui   Ui 1 (2.19)
rlim;Ri =
Ui+1   Ui
Ui+2   Ui+1 ; (2.20)
whereU is the vector of cell averaged conserved (or primitive) variables, c is a free param-
eter which is set to 13 for the third-order limiter, and the cells are labelled by the integer i.
It should be noted that the parameter c does not influence the accuracy of the second-order
limiters considered here as they are symmetric.
In this research the second-order limiter (VL) and fifth-order (M5) are considered.
The second-order limier is presented:
limVL =
2rlimi
1 + rlimi
: (2.21)
The limVL limiter is constrained in the normal fashion to first-order accuracy at local max-
ima and minima. The fifth-order MUSCL scheme (M5) is slightly dierent in structure
[67]:
limM5;L =
 2=rlim;Li 1 + 11 + 24rlim;Li   3rlim;Li rlim;Li+1
30
(2.22)
limM5;R =
 2=rlim;Ri+2 + 11 + 24rlim;Ri+1   3rlim;Ri+1 rlim;Ri
30
; (2.23)
where the ratio of the slopes are defined as:
rlim;Li =
Ui+1   Ui
Ui   Ui 1 (2.24)
rlim;Ri =
Ui   Ui 1
Ui+1   Ui ; (2.25)
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and monotonicity is maintained by limiting the above extrapolations using:
limM5;L = max(0;min(2; 2r
lim;L
i ; limM5;L)) (2.26)
limM5;R = max(0;min(2; 2r
lim;R
i ; limM5;R)): (2.27)
2.5.2 (W)ENO
(W)ENO schemes are a recent method of reconstruction based on the Essentially Non-
Oscillatory (ENO) concept originally proposed by [86, 87]. The dierence between ENO
and MUSCL schemes is the way each on deals with the slopes that are obtained. ENO
schemes employ a dierent principle to achieve this while still managing to obtain a order
of accuracy higher than one. It achieves this by simply choosing the smoothest of all the
slopes obtained in its stencil, be that second or even higher order method.
The WENO scheme implemented in the flow solver is primarily based on the work
done in [70, 80, 88]. As the name implies, WENO schemes weigh each slope based
on some criteria (such as smoothness following ENO schemes) and uses the obtained
slope by the combination of all the slopes, depending on the order of the method, instead
of employing just the smoothest one. This results in a convexly weighted average of
polynomial interpolated slopes according to the smoothness of each slope. Because of
considering all slopes calculated, WENO schemes can reach higher orders of accuracy
than ENO methods, which on the contrary achieve lower orders of accuracy since they
discard most of the slopes.
Motivated by the previous results obtained with the flow’s solver WENO schemes, a
revised version have been implemented, in particular the way the non-linear weights are
calculated, the adjustment of  to a more realistic value ( = 10 7) and give mathematical
correctness to the expression of the non-linear weights.
The WENO methodology takes a weighted average of several possible stencils to
choose the ’smoothest’ option [70, 80, 87, 89]. This is an extension of the Essentially Non-
Oscillatory (ENO) scheme presented by Harten [86]. Both ENO and WENO schemes
use the idea of adaptive stencils in the reconstruction procedure based on the local smooth-
ness of the numerical solution to automatically achieve high-order accuracy and non-
oscillatory property near discontinuities. By combining the stencils in this manner very
high order accuracy can be achieved; in smooth flow field regions the order of accuracy
is 2 j   1, where j is the number of total stencils needed. Hence, a fifth order method
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requires a set of six stencils. The following numerical schemes are implemented into the
flow solver library:
 WENO fifth- and ninth- orders numerical schemes.
1. Reconstruct kth degree orthogonal polynomial p j(x) (Equation (2.35), Equation (2.36)
and Equation (2.37) for the fifth order scheme), associated with each of the stencils
S j j = 0;    ; k, and (2k)th degree orthogonal polynomial Q(x) (Equation (2.38)
for the fifth order scheme), associated with the larger stencil, such that:
Ui+l =
1
xi+l
Z
Ii+l
p j(x)dx ; l =  k + j;    ; j (2.28)
Ui+l =
1
xi+l
Z
Ii+l
Q(x)dx ; l =  k;    ; k: (2.29)
2. Find linear weight 0;    ; k:
Q
 
xi+1=2

=
kX
j=0
 jp j
 
xi+1=2

(2.30)
3. Compute the smoothness indicator, denoted by  j , for each stencil S j , which
measures how smooth the function p j(x) is in the target cell Ii. The smaller this
smoothness indicator  j, the smoother the function p j(x) is in the target cell:
 j =
kX
l=1
Z
Ii
x2l 1i
 
@l
@xl
p j(x)
!2
dx (2.31)
4. Compute the non-linear weights based on the smoothness indicators:
! j =
! jP
j
! j
; (2.32)
! j =
 jP
j

 +  j
2 : (2.33)
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5. The finalWENO approximation is then given by:
U i+1=2 
kX
j=0
! jp j
 
x1+1=2

(2.34)
From the previous equations, the result for a 5th order method can be performed. The
WENO reconstruction for the left side (U i+1=2) is presented, the right side reconstruction
(U+i+1=2) is mirror symmetric with respect to "central" cell i of the following procedure. To
demonstrate the concept, the fifth orderWENO reconstruction has j = 3 and k = 2.
 Considering the "central" cell i.
 The stencils and correspondent polynomial:
p0
 
xi+1=2

=
1
3
Ui 2   76Ui 1 +
11
6
Ui (2.35)
p1
 
xi+1=2

=  1
6
Ui 1 +
5
6
Ui +
1
3
Ui+1 (2.36)
p2
 
xi+1=2

=
1
3
Ui +
5
6
Ui+1   16Ui+2 (2.37)
Q
 
xi+1=2

=
1
30
Ui 2   1360Ui 1 +
47
60
Ui +
9
20
Ui+1   120Ui+2 (2.38)
 The linear weights:
0 =
1
10
; 1 =
6
10
; 2 =
3
10
(2.39)
 In the actual numerical implementation the smoothness indicators  j are written out
explicitly as quadratic forms of the cell of U in the stencil:
0 =
13
12
(Ui 2   2Ui 1 + Ui)2 + 14 (3Ui 2   4Ui 1 + Ui)
2 (2.40)
1 =
13
12
(Ui 1   2Ui + Ui+1)2 + 14 (3Ui 1   Ui+1)
2 (2.41)
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2 =
13
12
(Ui   2Ui+1 + Ui+2)2 + 14 (Ui   4Ui+1 + Ui+2)
2 (2.42)
For systems of conservation laws, such as the NSE system of fluid dynamics, the
reconstructions from Ui to Ui1=2 are performed in the local characteristic directions to
avoid oscillations.
2.6 Low Mach Number Corrections
The standard MUSCL extrapolation has been augmented using the Low Mach-number
Limiting (LMC) [69], where at limit of zero Mach number uniform dissipation of kinetic
energy is ensured. A further understanding of the development and reasoning of this
augmentation can be found in [90]. The Godunov method validity is further extended
to at least Ma  10 4. This is achieved by a progressive central dierencing of the
velocity components, without changing the formulation or discarding monotonicity of the
underlying governing equations or the density field.
In [69] has been shown, that the kinetic energy dissipation rate leading order is propor-
tional to u
3
x , similar in form to that proposed by [38] for decaying turbulence. The subgrid
model in the ILES framework is associated to this dissipation rate. Moreover, compar-
isons to standard Godunov methods [69] show significantly improved high wave-number
performance. This methodology works by enhancing the left and right values obtained
from the reconstruction. No further dissipation is introduced as the local Mach number
progressively decreases. This is achieved by the following formulae, as introduced in
[69]:
uRi+1=2; j;k =
uL + uR
2
+ z
uL   uR
2
(2.43)
uLi+1=2; j;k =
uL + uR
2
+ z
uL   uR
2
; (2.44)
where z is defined as:
z = min (Matotal; 1) (2.45)
Matotal = max (MaL;MaR) (2.46)
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and MaL is the local Mach number to the left of the cell face and MaR similarly but to the
right. The modified velocity "jump" is modified by the function z, at the cell interface.
This show to be a simple solution to the excessive numerical dissipation [69, 90].
2.7 Riemann Solver
As mentioned before, the Riemann solver is used to compute the flux through all the faces
of a CV given a value for either side of the face. This class of solvers are a mathemati-
cal equivalent to the physical experience concerning the second law of thermodynamics
(Entropy Law), they also ensure a physical meaning to the solution at any time instant.
However, solving the Riemann problem exactly is not always necessary due to the
demanding requirements in terms of numerics, so approximate Riemann solver is used
instead. One of the most popular approximate Riemann solver is the Harten, Leer, Lax
Contact (HLLC) [47, 64, 91] which is an extension of the Harten, Leer, Lax (HLL)
Riemann solver [92] by taking into consideration the existence of the contact surface.
Other Riemann solver that is implemented into the flow solver is the Characteristic Based
(Riemann) Solver (CBS) [65, 93, 94].
2.7.1 CBS
The Characteristic Based Scheme (CBS) is a linearised Riemann Solver. It was first
developed and presented in [65] for the compressible Euler equations and extended further
by [52, 94]. The conservative variables are defined along the characteristics as functions
of their own characteristic values. A recent derivation of the scheme can also be found in
[93] and results in the following linear system to compute the flux. The cell Ui 1=2; j;k can
now be calculated using the CBS Riemann solver by the following relation:
Ui 1=2; j;k =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

(u)
(v)
(w)
E
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 + r1 + r2
(u)0 + (u + ) r1 + (u   ) r2
(v)0 + vr1 + vr2
(w)0 + wr1 + wr2
(u)0 + (H + c0) r1 + (H   c0) r2
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (2.47)
where r1, r2 and H (total enthalpy) are given by:
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r1 =
1
22
 
(0   1)
 
c0   ˆ2 uˆ
2
!
+

(u)0   (u)1

(ˆu   )+
(v)0   (v)1

ˆv +

(w)0   (w)1

ˆw   (e0   e1) ˆ (2.48)
r2 =
1
22
 
  (0   2)
 
c0   ˆ2 uˆ
2
!
+

(u)0   (u)2

(ˆu   )+
(v)0   (v)2

ˆv +

(w)0   (w)2

ˆw   (e0   e2) ˆ (2.49)
H =
2
ˆ
+
uˆ2
2
; (2.50)
where the values of the velocities u, v, w and  (speed of sound) are the average of their
left and right states while uˆ2 = u2 + v2 + w2 and ˆ =    1. The advective flux (Fc)i 1=2 for
the CBS is calculated by:
(Fc)CBi 1=2 = F
 
Ui 1=2

: (2.51)
2.7.2 HLLC
In order to calculate the numerical fluxes in this method, the speed of the five waves
have to be initially estimated. Note that from [64] it is known that the characteristic
speed waves c2;3;4 are equal, this meaning c2 = c3 = c4, and from now on, the Riemann
problem will be approximated by a three wave structure. The following nomenclature is
considered:
S L = c1; S R = c5; S ? = c2;:::;4: (2.52)
The methodology used to obtain the characteristic wave speed estimates for S L;?;R is based
on a pressure-velocity coupling as detailed in [47, 64] by the following formulae
S L = _L   LqL; S ? = u? S R = _R + RqR (2.53)
where
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qK =
8>><>>: 1 i f p?  pKh1 + +12 (p?=pK   1)i1=2 i f p? > pK K = R or K = L (2.54)
The wave relations used are exact but the pressure ratio across a shock is approximated.
The pressure in the star region p? is thus obtained by [95]
p? =
1
2
(pL + pR)   12 (_R   _L) ¯¯; (2.55)
where ¯ and ¯ are the local mean values given by
¯ =
1
2
(L + R) ; ¯ = 12 (L + R) ; (2.56)
and the characteristic speed u? in the star region is then given by
u? =
1
2
(UL   UR)   12
(pR   pL)
¯a¯
: (2.57)
The last parameter required is the speed of the characteristic in the star region S ?. This
can be obtained by
S ? =
pR   pL + L _L (S L   _L)   R _R (S R   _R)
L (S L   _L)   R (S R   _R) : (2.58)
Finally, the flux Fc for the HLLC approximate Riemann solver is then given by
(Fc)HLLCi+ 12
=
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(Fc)L i f 0  S L;
(Fc)?L i f S L  0  S ?;
(Fc)?R i f S ?  0  S R;
(Fc)L i f S R  0;
(2.59)
2.8 Post-processing
During this research, dierent post-processing tools have been developed to work in tan-
dem with the flow solver computations. Despite the previous implementations of [96], the
results where only valid as the final assemble of the dierent averages for the complete
domain. With the developed tools, the former limitation had been removed, now temporal
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follow up of the statistical variables is possible in an inexpensive manner; it is then pos-
sible to follow the variation of the statistical variables in time and space, simultaneously.
The auxiliary tools have been codified according with the following formulae:
hUx;y;zi =
R
TW
x;y;z(t)Ux;y;z(t)dtR
TW
x;y;z(t)dt
; (2.60)
u0x;y;z = Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi; (2.61)
(Ux;y;z) =
s
1
TW
X
TW
(Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi)2; (2.62)
Skewness(Ux;y;z) =
P
TW
(Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi)3 P
TW
(Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi)2
! 3
2
; (2.63)
Kurtosis(Ux;y;z) =
P
TW
(Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi)4 P
TW
(Ux;y;z   hUx;y;zi)2
!2 ; (2.64)
RMSu0x;y;z =
s
1
TW
X
TW
(u0x;y;z)2; (2.65)
x;y;z =
hu0x;y;zu0x;y;zi
U2Re f
: (2.66)
To compute the spectral results, an extra tool has also been developed. Dierent
numerical recipes are wildly available, but some detail should be attended to the algorithm
which they are based. The current algorithm is based in [97, 98], the main advantage of
this formulation to CFD resides in the fact that the time vector do not need to be modified
in order to fulfil the criteria of having a temporal data string with length of 2n, with
n = 1;    ;1; moreover, the power spectral density amplitude and argument of Ek() are
easily computed. The following formulation has been employed:
Ek() =
NX
n=1
Ek(t)e {2k
n
N ; k = 0; : : : ;N   1; (2.67)
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PSD(Ek()) = jEk()j =
p
<(Ek())2 + =(Ek())2; (2.68)
 = arg(Ek()) = arctan 2

=(Ek())2;<(Ek())2

: (2.69)
Simulated Cases and Results
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3
Converging Diverging Nozzle and Shock
Tube
3.1 Converging Diverging Nozzle
The Converging Diverging Nozzle (CDN) is a simple test case involving the flow of in-
viscid, non heat conducting air through a converging diverging nozzle. This is a classic
quasi-one dimensional, steady, compressible flow problem discussed in most compress-
ible flow textbooks, such as [48]. This case allow us to see the results of the improvements
and changed done in the flow solver on the following manner:
 Comparison with analytic solution.
 Consistency of axisymetric and three-dimensional flow domains.
This study consists on the simulation of unsteady, viscus, non heat conducting flow
through a converging diverging nozzle. From the methods contained in the flow solver’s
library, the CBS MUSCL 5th augmented with Low-Mach number Limiting (LMC), in
39
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conjunction with the third-order TVD Runge-Kutta method and CFL = 0:5, has been
selected to perform this analysis. The nature of the flow field is determined by the exit
conditions, in this case, the exit static pressure. The flow is accelerated out of the nozzle
and a shock wave will be generated on the diverging region of the domain. The plenum
total pressure and temperature are assumed as constants. The initial conditions used are
prescribed in Table 3.1.
Plenum Total Pressure 6894.757 (Pa)
Plenum Total Temperature 55.556 (K)
Exit Static Pressure Ratio 0.75
Table 3.1: CDN Flow conditions.
The geometry is an axisymmetric converging diverging duct with a general shape and
an area given by Equation (3.1) [99]. The domain is discretized with (132  33  33)
cells (Figure 3.1) and the boundary conditions were set up as fixed and laminar inflow,
non-reflective outflow, non-slip solid surface (inside surface) and transparent (singularity
line), respectively.
A(x) = 1:75   0:75  cos((0:2  x   1:0)  ); 0  x  5
A(x) = 1:25   0:25  cos((0:2  x   1:0)  ); 5  x  10 (3.1)
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(a) Section YZ.
(b) Section XZ.
Figure 3.1: CDN axisymmetric mesh.
The predicted result is compared, quantitatively, against the analytic solution. Fig-
ure 3.2, frame a, shows the Mach Number distribution along the center line of the nozzle.
The predicted result accurately follow the analytical solution, with the exact position of
the shock and velocity ratios, being observed; a slightly undershot in the first cell down
stream of the shock can be observed, this can be explained by the mathematical charac-
teristic of the employed method in the presence of sharp flow discontinuities, as it will be
seen in the next section. Frame b, an instantaneous snapshot of the central radial plane,
where it can be observed the uniformity of the flow field trough the central region of the
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plane.
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(a) Central line distribution.
(b) Instantaneous snapshot.
Figure 3.2: Mach Number results.
3.2 Shock Tube
To demonstrate that the geometrical singularity does not aect the ability of the flow
solver numerical schemes in capturing shock waves and contact surfaces, the standard
Sod Shock Tube problem [100] and a modified version, 3D test case, have been analysed.
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With the initial discontinuity been placed at half of the domain’s length, the following
initial conditions have been applied to both cases:
(; u; p)L = (1; 0; 10);
(; u; p)R = (0:125; 0; 1):
For the standard shock tube problem, a grid convergence or h-study is preformed, with
the following discretization levels:
 h1, 100 cells,
 h2, 200 cells,
 h3, 400 cells,
 h4, 800 cells.
On the h-study, the dierent methods of the flow solver’s library, that are going to
be used on the jet flow cases, are employed. This allow us to observe the behaviour of
each individual method with the dierent grid refinements and manufacture a benchmark
solution to be used, as numerical reference, for the 3D cases.
For the 3D cases a p-study has been performed. The domain has a discretization level
of (3003333) cells, which correspond to an intermediary level of h2 and h3, Figure 3.3.
Also, all the methods employed on the h-study were used in the p-study.
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(a) Section YZ.
(b) Section XZ.
Figure 3.3: Shock Tube, 3D axisymmetric mesh.
On the h-study, the flow field is assumed to be steady and inviscid in order to con-
firm the accuracy of each method. For the 3D case, a viscous and unsteady flow field is
assumed, with the same initial conditions as the p-study.
The results presented in this section, Figure 3.4 and Appendix B, were taken for the
same computational time span (t = 0:114). Since the time span of the unsteady flow is
short, the waves and fans never reach the end walls. The tube is closed at the ends, thus
all boundaries of the computational domain are solid walls. The inside surface of the tube
is assumed as non-slip surface. At the domain’s geometrical singularity it is applied the
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transparent boundary condition.
The presence of discontinuities in the flow field, like shock waves, the maximum error
value is half of the shock strength. To go around this characteristic, the maximum error is
computed by using the following relation:
"rror(; u; p) =
1  
R
x
((x); u(x); p(x))S imulateddxR
x
((x); u(x); p(x))Analyticaldx
 : (3.2)
With Equation (3.2), it is possible to estimate the error in the presence of sharp discon-
tinuities in the flow field, for each combination of numerical schemes and meshes. The
reduced data from these studies, Table 3.2 to Table 3.7, is compared against an analytical
solution from [100].
From the following tables, it can be observed the accuracy in results for each combi-
nation of numerical schemes with the correspondent meshes. For the standard cases or
h-studies, the errors in the analysed variables (density, Mach number and pressure) as-
sociated to each numerical combination is only a factor of the discretization levels. The
proportional decrease in error has a linear order of convergence for all numerical schemes
and variables; with the exception of the Mach number on all the HLLC MUSCL and
HLLC WENO5th schemes, where the order of convergence is sub-linear. As the 3D
cases are concerned, the error in density is equal to all numerical schemes, as in the stan-
dard cases combinations. In terms of pressure, the error value has a negligible dierence
and can be associated with round o errors in calculations. The Mach number error shows
to be dependent of each numerical scheme. Moreover, it can be observed that the error
values (3D) are lower then the maximum value of the standard results (h1 case), accord-
ingly. The Mach Number error has been further reduced in the 3Dmesh then the h4 mesh
result, this for the HLLC MUSCL5th LMC method.
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CBS
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0112 0.0699
h2 0.0022 0.0085 0.0036
h3 0.0008 0.0065 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0060 0.0005
HLLC
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0074 0.0701
h2 0.0022 0.0062 0.0034
h3 0.0008 0.0057 0.0014
h4 0.0002 0.0056 0.0005
Table 3.2: Reduced numerical error reduction with grid refinement,MUSCL 2nd LMC.
CBS
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0101 0.0699
h2 0.0022 0.0083 0.0036
h3 0.0008 0.0065 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0057 0.0005
HLLC
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0071 0.0702
h2 0.0022 0.0059 0.0034
h3 0.0008 0.0053 0.0014
h4 0.0002 0.0052 0.0004
Table 3.3: Reduced numerical error reduction with grid refinement,MUSCL 5th.
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CBS
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0109 0.0698
h2 0.0022 0.0085 0.0037
h3 0.0008 0.0071 0.0016
h4 0.0002 0.0061 0.0005
HLLC
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0079 0.0699
h2 0.0022 0.0065 0.0035
h3 0.0008 0.0057 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0056 0.0005
Table 3.4: Reduced numerical error reduction with grid refinement,MUSCL 5th LMC.
CBS
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0120 0.0698
h2 0.0022 0.0088 0.0036
h3 0.0008 0.0069 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0061 0.0005
HLLC
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0098 0.0699
h2 0.0022 0.0071 0.0035
h3 0.0008 0.0062 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0058 0.0005
Table 3.5: Reduced numerical error reduction with grid refinement,WENO 5th.
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CBS
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0155 0.0696
h2 0.0022 0.0089 0.0037
h3 0.0008 0.0073 0.0016
h4 0.0002 0.0062 0.0005
HLLC
Grids Density Mach Number Pressure
h1 0.0609 0.0123 0.0697
h2 0.0022 0.0079 0.0036
h3 0.0008 0.0067 0.0015
h4 0.0002 0.0059 0.0005
Table 3.6: Reduced numerical error reduction with grid refinement,WENO 9th.
Method Density Mach Number Pressure
CBS MUSCL2nd LMC 0.0048 0.0072 0.0041
HLLC MUSCL2nd LMC 0.0048 0.0059 0.0043
CBS MUSCL5th 0.0048 0.0068 0.0042
HLLC MUSCL5th 0.0048 0.0058 0.0043
CBS MUSCL5th LMC 0.0048 0.0074 0.0041
HLLC MUSCL5th LMC 0.0048 0.0051 0.0042
CBS WENO5th 0.0048 0.0074 0.0042
HLLCWENO5th 0.0048 0.0066 0.0042
CBS WENO9th 0.0048 0.0081 0.0041
HLLCWENO9th 0.0048 0.0073 0.0041
Table 3.7: Reduced numerical error, 3D cases.
Figure 3.4, compares the Riemann solvers results for theMUSCL 5th LMC schemes,
3D cases. It can be observed that both solver’s resolve the flow field properties accurately,
with a small over/under shot for all the variables at X = 5 (CBS). This can be explained
by the physical property (velocities) of the CBS solver as a response function to inertia
of the fluid, while the same response function (Pressure) for the HLLC solver smooths
the flow field for the same region. The same pattern can be observed for the remaining
results (Appendix B), with the exception of the WENO 9th methods, where the same
over/under shot occurs for both Riemann solvers. Furthermore, in the presence of sharp
discontinuities in the flow field the WENO schemes have an oscillatory pattern. This
eect occurs by a locally reduction to the first order of accuracy in the reconstruction
schemes, in accordance to [70].
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Figure 3.4: Density, Mach Number and Pressure results, MUSCL 5th LMC, 3D cases. Ana-
lytical [100].
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3.3 Discussion
Although this chapter does not intend to completely verify or validate the flow solver,
it demonstrates that the reviews of the WENO schemes and implementation of a new
boundary condition (transparent) in association to the change from the algebraic to ge-
ometrical method (Jacobian calculation), have mathematical and physical meaning. By
doing so, the robustness and accuracy of the flow solver has been increased and enhanced,
allowing the solution of problems where the domains discretization demands a singularity
point or line. Moreover, from the CDN case, it can be concluded that the improvements,
coordinate transformation and boundary condition, done in the flow solver accurately
capture the physical behaviour of the flow field at dierent regimes (sub-sonic, sonic and
super-sonic), with an accurate prediction (position and intensity) of the correspondent
shock wave. Furthermore, the study of the shock tube problem shows that all the combi-
nations, of numerics with the corresponding meshes, concur with the associated though
experience of the Second Law of Thermodynamics (Entropy).
Concluding, from the previous observations and results, the most accurate numerical
method (3D case) is theHLLC 5th-order LMC, as the analysed variables (density, Mach
number and pressure) show the lowest error. With this conclusion, it is possible to start
the study of the jet flow cases (Static and Co-flow), employing the respective numerical
scheme in a h-study.
4
Numerical Uncertainties and Error Bar
4.1 Introduction
Computational uncertainty is present in every system, mainly in those who encompass
non-linearities and it also appears in many dierent domains of mathematics, physics
and engineering [101, 102]. In the context of computational fluid dynamics for turbu-
lent flows, the uncertainty is associated with the non-deterministic nature of turbulence,
which poses numerical modelling challenges with respect to the definition of initial and
boundary conditions as well as the design of numerical methods for solving the fluid flow
equations [103]. Dierent ways to quantify numerical uncertainties in CFD have also
been discussed in the past [104].
Modern numerical methods such as high-resolution and high-order schemes, con-
sist of several numerical components (building blocks) for achieving better convergence
and high-order order of accuracy in complex flows [105]. For example, high-resolution
schemes [47] encompass several steps in the discretization of the partial dierential equa-
tions, which include a Riemann solver and a numerical reconstruction scheme. The latter
also contains slope/flux limiters which are used for adjusting the order of accuracy in the
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computational domain by taking into account the flow gradients on the local stencil. The
conventional wisdom is that as the grid is further refined the results will converge to the
same solution regardless the numerical schemes employed, as the numerical error will
tend to zero. However, in turbulent flow simulations such as in Large Eddy Simulation
(LES), there is no explicit verification that the solution is grid-converged, because the
computations are always under-resolved. One could argue that this may also be the case
with respect to Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) at least with reference to high-order
statistics. Discussion on Policy Statement on the Control of Numerical Accuracy can also
be found in previous discussion documents [106–108], including the notion of a numeri-
cal error bar [107].
Numerical errors in the context of LES have also been discussed previously by other
authors [109] and in a general CFD context [106]. Specifically, a turbulent jet flow [33,
110–117] has been chosen as the benchmark case for dierent Riemann solvers, high-
resolution and high-order methods and dierent levels of grid refinement, in order to
comparatively demonstrate the eects of the above numerical components on the accuracy
of the simulations. Comparisons are presented against experimental [33, 111, 115, 116]
and DNS [110] data. Jet flows are pertinent to many engineering applications, including
propulsion, noise radiation, mixing eectiveness among others [4, 6, 10, 27, 117–120].
4.2 Methodology and Results
In order to calculate the numerical value of the error bar, an assemble Favre average
(Equation (2.60)) and standard deviation (Equation (2.62)) values are computed over the
time window. Furthermore, the analysis of the physical and numerical components of
uncertainty, of each numerical scheme, will determine the error bar value. It is then pro-
posed the following equation to compute the error bar value, for computations of unsteady
flows with explicit time stepping:
"rrorbar =
jUExp   UNumj
UExp
+
(U)p
N
; (4.1)
withUExp, UNum andU as the reduced velocities values and N (N  2;    ;1) the number
of instantaneous results that have been outputted during the time window computations.
On the right hand side of Equation (4.1) the first term represents the physical error and the
second term is associated with the numerical uncertainty predictions or numerical error
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[121], respectively. As the iterations (N) reach infinity the value of the numerical error
reach zero, making the error bar value only dependent of the physical component.
The evolution, in time, of the convergence/steadiness level is analysed through the
standard deviation, domain’s maximum value, for each mesh and methods. Also, the
mathematical convergence/steadiness analysis is further extended by using high-order
statistics, Skewness (Equation (2.63)) and Kurtosis (Equation (2.64)), which are good
indicators of steadiness for unsteady flows (Appendix F). The results were computed for
the following central line points:
 XD = (20; 25; 30; 35; 40).
The domain used in this study is based on the geometry of [110, 119] and clustered
using the method of the characteristics [122, 123]. Appendix C presents a brief description
of the clustering method and the refinements levels for each h-mesh. Velocities along
the jet axis become non-dimensional with reference to the axial velocity of the jet at
the geometrical center of the inflow, URe f (Static case), and URe f (Co-flow case) with
URe f = UJet   U1, accordingly.
The boundary conditions were set up as inflow for the jet discharge (laminar profile)
and upstream of the jet exit; no-slip at the wall of the engine’s nozzle (outside), transparent
for the domain geometrical singularity and outflow (non-reflective boundary conditions)
for the rest of the domain. Table 4.1 presents the initialization values for both jet cases.
Static Jet Co-Flow Jet
 1.4  1.4
MaJet 0.9 MaJet 0.9
Ma1 0 Ma1 0.243
P j=P1 1 P j=P1 1
T j=T1 1 T j=T1 1
Table 4.1: Initial conditions, Static and Co-flow Jets.
Both jet cases, Static and Co-flow, have been developed by 1500 time units, allowing the
flow field to become steady. The time window covers, another, 1500 units of time.
Simulations were performed, for the Static and Co-flow jets, using the HLLC Rie-
mann solver with the 5th-order MUSCL scheme and (LMC), h-studies. Comparisons
are presented with the DNS [110] and experimental data from Hot Wire Anemometry
[111] and LASER Doppler Anemometry [33], over the central line. The predicted results
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were further reduced to the jet coordinate system (Appendix D). For the p-studies a selec-
tion of the dierent methods from the solver’s library have been selected. This selection
reflects the influence of the Riemann solvers, spatial order of accuracy, LMC and recon-
struction/limiting schemes. In the p-study subsection a selection of three methods will
show the Riemann solvers and spatial resolution dierences. The remaining results are
presented by Riemann solver in Appendix E. In both studies and test cases, the time inte-
gration employed was the Runge-Kutta third order TVD with CFL = 0:5. The following
numerical variants were applied for these studies:
 The CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers with the 2nd-order MUSCL scheme and
Low-Mach Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CBSMUSCL 2nd LMC’ and ’HLLC
MUSCL 2nd LMC’.
 The CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers with the 5th-orderMUSCL scheme, hence-
forth labelled as ’CBS MUSCL 5th’ and ’HLLC MUSCL 5th’.
 The CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers with the 5th-order MUSCL scheme and
Low-Mach Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CBSMUSCL 5th LMC’ and ’HLLC
MUSCL 5th LMC’.
 The CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers with the 5th-order WENO scheme, hence-
forth labelled as ’CBS WENO 5th’ and’HLLCWENO 5th’.
 The CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers with the 9th-order WENO scheme, hence-
forth labelled as ’CBS WENO 9th’ and’HLLCWENO 9th’.
 The average from all the methods employed, henceforth labelled as ’CNS3D’.
4.2.1 h-study
The reduction in the absolute error and standard-error-of-the-mean with the grid refine-
ment results are presented in Table 4.2, also the ability of each mesh in capturing the jets
core length. This ability will be discussed in the next chapters, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Moreover, the numerical maximum standard-error-of-the-mean is in the same order of
magnitude for all the correspondent cases; in the Static case an improvement with mesh
refinement is observed, while on the Co-flow case, the correspondent improvement is
negligible.
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Computational grid Maximum error Standard-error-of-the-mean X0
Static Jet
Coarse 0.265 0.0160 3
Medium 0.190 0.0150 0
Fine 0.189 0.0109 0
Co-Flow Jet
Coarse 0.391 0.0098 10
Medium 0.108 0.0090 6
Fine 0.245 0.0090 3
Table 4.2: Numerical error reduction with grid refinement, h-study.
Figure 4.1, frames a and c, shows the evolution of the domains maximum standard
deviation, for the dierent grid resolutions, statistical convergence is only achieved for the
Coarse and Medium cases, however, all the cases results have converged asymptomatic
to a statistically steady state solution. Frames b and d shows the results for the axial
average velocity for all grid resolutions. Here, it can be observed the eects of the grid
refinement over the central line velocity distribution. In the Static case, both Medium
and Fine cases give similar results in terms of core length size and velocity distribution,
making the Medium mesh the most suitable to perform a p-study; the Co-flow case, the
jet’s core length value improves with grid refinement, as it can be observed. Reduction to
the jet’s coordinates system reveals an increase on the maximum error for the Fine mesh
(Co-flow case) and the break down of the jet’s core that is approximately steady in space,
originating an increase of the oscillating pattern observed on frame d; however, the central
line velocity distribution follow the same trend as the experimental result. From the Static
case observations, also the Co-flow case reveals the Medium mesh as the most suitable to
be employed for the p-study. Furthermore, in both cases, despite the fact of existing an
under prediction in all cases, for the transition and far-field regions, the envelope created
by the error bar encompasses the DNS and experimental results.
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Figure 4.1: h-study. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110]
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 present snapshots at dierent time instants of the axial ve-
locity profile of the jets for the Fine mesh. The unsteadiness of the flow field can be
observed, as well the dierent structures at the jet’s flow field regions. The Fine mesh of
Co-flow case was chosen because of the core length size value being close to the experi-
mental/analytical value. It can also be observed the influence of the singularity treatment
over the domain’s geometrical central line.
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(a) Initialization. (b) 13 of simulated time.
(c) 23 of simulated time. (d) End of simulation.
Figure 4.2: Instantaneous axial velocity profiles of the static jet flow, Fine mesh.
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(a) Initialization. (b) 13 of simulated time.
(c) 23 of simulated time. (d) End of simulation.
Figure 4.3: Instantaneous axial velocity profiles of the co-flow jet, Fine mesh.
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4.2.2 p-study
Assuming that the total error can be represented by the sum of the estimated maximum
error and the maximum standard-error-of-the-mean, a numerical error bar can be defined
with respect to an averaged solution. For example, one possibility, including but not not
limited to, is to obtain an average of all numerical predictions and put on top of it the
numerical error bar, which represents a measure of the numerical uncertainty.
Numerical Variants Maximum error Standard-error-of-the-mean X0
Static Jet
CBS MUSCL 2nd LMC 0.297 0.0177 2
HLLC MUSCL 2nd LMC 0.331 0.0175 2
CBS MUSCL 5th 0.217 0.0167 1
HLLC MUSCL 5th 0.190 0.0170 1
CBS MUSCL 5th LMC 0.154 0.0146 0
HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC 0.190 0.0150 0
CBS WENO 5th 0.238 0.0140 1
HLLCWENO 5th 0.244 0.0158 1
CBS WENO 9th 0.234 0.0164 0
HLLCWENO 9th 0.269 0.0145 0
CNS3D 0.159 0.0148 0
Co-Flow Jet
CBS MUSCL 2nd LMC 0.422 0.0155 8
HLLC MUSCL 2nd LMC 0.440 0.0106 8
CBS MUSCL 5th 0.263 0.0111 6
HLLC MUSCL 5th 0.269 0.0095 6
CBS MUSCL 5th LMC 0.404 0.0110 4
HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC 0.108 0.0090 6
CBS WENO 5th 0.280 0.0108 7
HLLCWENO 5th 0.299 0.0158 7
CBS WENO 9th 0.361 0.0105 2
HLLCWENO 9th 0.335 0.0114 2
CNS3D 0.225 0.0095 4
Table 4.3: Numerical error reduction, p-study.
Table 4.3 shows the eects on the absolute error and standard-error-of-the-mean with
the numerical variants, also the ability of each method in capturing the jets core length.
This ability will be discussed on the next chapters, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Furthermore,
the numerical maximum standard-error-of-the-mean is approximately in the same order of
magnitude for all the correspondent cases, revealing for the Static and Co-flow cases the
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CBSMUSCL 5th LMC and theHLLCMUSCL 5th LMC as the best numerical schemes
to be employed, accordingly. It can be observed that the 9th-order schemes under predict
the velocity distribution even with the exact (Static case) and closer (Co-flow case) size of
the jet’s core length. The results of the 2nd-order schemes are comparable to the Coarse
mesh predictions in terms of errors and size of the jet core length.
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Figure 4.4: p-study. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110]
Figure 4.4, frames a and c, shows the evolution of the domains maximum standard
deviation, for the dierent selected methods, converging asymptomatic to a statistically
converged solution (Static case) and a steady state solution (Co-flow case). Frames b and
d shows the results for the axial average velocity distribution for same selected methods.
Here, it can be observed the eects of the Riemann solver and spatial resolution, as well,
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over the axial velocity distribution. On the Static case, the selected methods capture
exactly the core length size, the velocity distributions follow the same trends as the DNS
and experimental results. On the Co-flow case, it can be observed the improvement of the
core size with the schemes resolution and the dierence between Riemann solvers; also,
the velocity distributions follow the same trend as the experimental result. Furthermore,
the selected results as well the results in Appendix E, for both cases, show to be inside of
a numerical envelope that represents an achievable solution, CNS 3D averaged result.
4.3 Discussion
Although this chapter does not aim to provide an exhaustive account of the possibilities
for defining the numerical error bar, it demonstrates that quantification of the numerical
uncertainty requires appropriate amalgamation of the eects of all numerical building
blocks that can potentially aect the numerical solution. By doing so, a numerical error
bar can be defined, which provides the envelope of an achievable solution.
The results show that eects of the grid refinement can be comparable to the eects of
the Riemann solver and numerical schemes (spatial accuracy). Moreover, it is suggested
that a numerical error bar approach could be adopted in time explicit, turbulent flow sim-
ulations, which takes into account an envelope of results obtained by dierent methods
and subgrid scale models, if applicable.
Concluding, Figure 4.4, frames c and d, and Appendix E shows the average velocity
distributions for all simulation methods (in the medium grid) demonstrating the eects
of the Riemann solver and numerical reconstruction schemes on the central line velocity
distribution.
The following observations can be made:
Static case
 The CBS Riemann solver gives (slightly) better results than the HLLC.
 The MUSCL 5th-order gives slightly better results than the WENO 9th-order, as
the error value is lower with the former numerical method.
 The numerical uncertainty with respect to the errors associated with the numeri-
cal reconstruction schemes is of the same order of magnitude with the uncertainty
associated with the grid size, Medium vs Fine grid (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3).
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 The size of the jets core length is predicted exactly for the Medium and Fine
meshes, and for the 5th-order augmented with LMC and 9th-order methods. Also,
the average result, CNS3D captures the exact value.
Co-flow case
 The HLLC Riemann solver gives a much better result than the CBS.
 The CBS MUSCL 5th LMC result is in the same order of magnitude than the
WENO 9th.
 The numerical uncertainty with respect to the errors associated with the numerical
reconstruction schemes is of the same order of magnitude with the uncertainty as-
sociated with the grid size, f ine grid (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3), except the HLLC
MUSCL 5th LMC scheme.
 The size predictions of the jets core length converges with the grid refinement (spa-
tial accuracy) and with the order of the reconstruction methods. Moreover, the
average result, CNS3D, is lower then the best result HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC.
From the previous observations and results, it can be concluded the best cost eective
scheme to be employed is the CBS MUSCL 5th LMC (Static case) and HLLC MUSCL
5th LMC (Co-flow case). Also, that all the methods and grid refinements have converge
statistically and the results from the employed methods have mathematical meaning. With
this conclusions, it is possible to continue the study of the dierent methodologies from
the physical perspective. Moreover, we can see that the geometrical method of treating
the singularity gives meaningful results, in contrast to the traditional algebraic method.
5
Static Jet
5.1 Introduction
As it has been showed on the previous chapter (Chapter 4) all the methodologies have
reached a statistical converged and steady state levels, giving mathematical meaning to
the obtained results. In this chapter, predictions are made of a jet issuing into stagnant
surroundings. This case will be analysed from the physical point of view (velocity, energy
and elasticity/plasticity) for the jet’s central line and the far-field wake’s planes, extending
the validity of the previous results. The behaviour of the flow in the near-field region is
influenced not only by the initial turbulence profiles, usually not known adequately and
for this reason not used, but also by the possible formation of orderly structures in the
mixing layers at the edges of the potential jet’s core and vortical rings that break down as
chaotic structures. The existence of these structures, a non-turbulence phenomenon and
not accounted for, may aect the jet development for a significant distance downstream,
as it will be seen. Moreover, the energy partition between the normal components of the
Reynolds stresses trough the jet’s central line and sections is an indicator of an isotropic
flow; concluding the physical analysis, the energy decay rate is presented for each selected
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method, spectrograms. The linear grow of the wake’s spreading size, trough the section
profiles, indicates jet’s self-similarity. As it will be seen, the normal and cross stress
components show the flow field ability to deform. Accordingly, comparisons between
the dierent methodologies with experimental and numerical data will identify the most
ecient and accurate method to simulate a high subsonic turbulent jet under a static free
stream. To conclude the analysis of the static jet flow, a brief study of the jet buoyancy
will be performed and a possible reason for such phenomena will be discussed.
5.2 Methodology and Results
Simulations have been performed for an isothermal, round jet into a static free stream at a
Reynolds number of 10000 based on the jet’s outlet diameter and velocity (MaJet = 0:9)
at standard sea level, temperature and pressure (Table 4.1). The grids employed, as on
the previous chapter, where based on the grids of [110, 119] and clustered according to
[122, 123], a brief description can be seen in Appendix C.
The velocities and stresses along the jet axis and radial sections become adimensional
with reference to the axial velocity of the jet at the geometrical center, URe f , accordingly.
The reduced data comparisons are referenced to the jets inertial coordinate system (Ap-
pendix D). The boundary conditions were set up as inflow for the jet discharge (laminar
profile) and upstream of the jet exit, Ma1 = 0; no-slip at the wall of the engine’s nozzle,
transparent for the domain geometrical singularity and outflow (non-reflective boundary
conditions) for the rest of the domain.
The time averaging starts after developing the flow for approximate 1500 time units,
and covers 1500 time units, with 15 of the time window spam allocated to the spectral
analysis. The h-study is performed with the HLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-order
MUSCL scheme and augmented with LMC. For the p-study (Medium mesh), a selec-
tion of the methods used on the previous chapter (Chapter 4) is employed according to
the comparisons to be performed. These comparisons reflect the dierences between the
CBS and HLLC Riemann solvers, eects of low-Mach number limiting augmentation
(LMC), limiters and reconstruction schemes (MUSCL and WENO) and spatial resolu-
tion (Order). Moreover, the h and p studies use a Runge-Kutta TVD third order time
integration, with CFL= 0:5. The comparisons results are presented against the DNS
[110] and experimental data from Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA) [111, 116] and LASER
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) [33, 115].
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The average velocities and Reynolds stress profiles results, Central Line and Sections,
in this chapter are compared in the following subsections, h-study and p-study. In order
to indicate the relative width of each prediction, the radial distances have been normal-
ized with the downstream inertial distance. The scale in the stresses figures is chosen to
facilitate a better comparison between components. An observation should be made for
the case of the cross stresses components, the experimental and numerical data available
from the literature is in absolute values, hiding the possible directions of the flow field’s
deformation. Three dierent radial sections have been selected to show the behaviour of
the jet’s wake. As an indicator of physical convergence, self-similarity should be achieved
trough the jet’s wake planes, these results are presented in Appendix F. The normal iner-
tial sections are located at:
 Sections X   X0
D
= (15; 20; 25).
Furthermore, the temporal power spectral density of the Total Kinetic Energy (Ek()) is
analysed. The frequency domain () is related to the inverse of the adimensional computa-
tional time, with a maximum value proportional to the computational time steep; the scale
of the power spectrum density is arbitrary and the position of all the dierent curves have
been faithfully reproduced. The probe points encompasses the jet’s near-field, transition
and far-field regions, over the central line. The location of the probe points are domain’s
referenced and have the following coordinates:
 X
D
= (0; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40).
Moreover, the central line axial velocity intensity data is augmented with an error bar. The
error bar values have been computed and discussed on the previous chapter(Chapter 4) for
all the dierent methodologies and grid resolutions.
5.2.1 h-study
In this subsection, the ability of each mesh in capturing the physical properties of the flow
field is analysed. Self-similarity results, (Appendix F, Figure F.3), show that the three
grids refinements have converged to a physical steady state, reinforcing and confirming
the mathematical conclusions for the statistical steady state.
Central Line
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Figure 5.1 show the ability of each mesh in capturing the variations of the axial veloc-
ity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed for the laminar and transition regions
that the jet velocity predictions correspond to the experimental and numerical references
(0  X   X0
D
/ 8). The far-field back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size
can be explained by the ability of each mesh, in combination with the correspondent nu-
merical method, in resolving locally the flow field for the vortex ring break down region.
As it can be seen in Table 5.1, the results for the Medium and Fine cases agree exactly
with the experimental and numerical results while a small dierence exist on the Coarse
case (jet’s core size); also, the jet’s induced entrainment eects, by consequence, can
be considered correctly balanced out, giving a velocity gradient similar to the reference
(14 /
X   X0
D
 30).
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Figure 5.1: Central line velocity results. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110]
Figure 5.2, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for all the
meshes, with the same peak location for the Medium and Fine cases. The remaining
frames (b, c and d) presents the central line normal components of Reynolds stresses,
from the inertial point of view. Comparisons with experimental data reveal an over pre-
diction for all the three normal components in the three meshes. The experimental trends
are observed in the three cases, with the peak values being close to the references, down
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stream distance. The partition of energy between the normal stress components, axial
and radial, is markedly dierent in intensity, but approximately similar between each case
(Table 5.1, Medium and Fine cases) revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour with
a polarization towards the axial component, as expected. Furthermore, the higher value of
hw0w0i component in relation to hv0v0i component shows the curling tendency of the flow,
after the break down of the vortical rings. The dierences in the downstream peak loca-
tions shows the uncertainty or the non-deterministic nature of the flow field. Moreover,
the energy partition for the Medium case is proportional equivalent to the reference ones.
Physical quantities Coarse Medium Fine LDA
X0 3 0 0 0
Maximum error 0.265 0.190 0.189 n.a.
u0RMS 0.120 0.117 0.109 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.039 0.038 0.033 0.022
hv0v0i 0.021 0.024 0.026 0.013
hw0w0i 0.031 0.029 0.033 0.013
Table 5.1: Central line results, peak values. LDA[33]
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(a) Turbulence intensity eective value.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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Figure 5.2: Central line turbulence intensity and normal stresses results. LDA[33].
Sections
Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, frames a, shows the cross sections average ax-
ial velocity values, where the gradient’s and intensities’ are mesh dependent, with the
Medium case results revealing a good comparison with the experimental and DNS data.
The remaining frames (b, c, d, e and f ) compare the predicted Reynolds stresses compo-
nents with the available data. It can be observed that all the cases follow the reference
trends, showing the predicted flow field physical characteristics. From the three sections
analysed, Table 5.2, a proportional partition of energy trough the axial and radial com-
ponents is observed for all the cases, with a polarization towards the axial component; in
section X X0D = 20 of the Coarse case, the flow field is polarized towards hw0w0i radial
component with the remaining components values being partitioned proportionally. The
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radial components results of the Medium and Fine cases show this partition to be in the
same order of magnitude over the analysed sections. In accordance with the reference
values and expected flow field behaviour, a quasi-isotropic turbulence with polarization
towards one direction is observed for all the cases. Moreover, the dierence in direction
of the cross components shows the uncertainty and the non-deterministic nature of the
flow field, in particular the hu0v0i component. Furthermore, the shearing forces or the
flow field curl ability has been predicted with confidence for the Medium and Fine cases.
Physical quantities Coarse Medium Fine LDA HWA DNS
Section X X0D = 15hu0u0i 0.124 0.105 0.092 0.086 0.064 0.053
hv0v0i 0.089 0.065 0.071 0.047 0.035 0.032
hw0w0i 0.105 0.064 0.067 0.048 0.035 0.032
hu0v0i 0.018 0.016 -0.017 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.039 0.024 0.025 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 20hu0u0i 0.077 0.071 0.103 0.086 0.064 0.045
hv0v0i 0.065 0.056 0.068 0.047 0.034 0.030
hw0w0i 0.094 0.051 0.061 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.024 -0.009 0.013 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.021 0.029 0.026 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 25hu0u0i 0.078 0.077 0.097 0.086 0.064 0.048
hv0v0i 0.061 0.067 0.072 0.047 0.035 0.035
hw0w0i 0.051 0.061 0.068 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.016 0.022 -0.014 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.026 0.022 0.036 0.023 0.019 0.018
Table 5.2: Sections results, peak values. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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(e) hu0v0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.3: Section
X   X0
D
= 15 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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(e) hu0v0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.4: Section
X   X0
D
= 20 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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(e) hu0v0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.5: Section
X   X0
D
= 25 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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Summary
The results of this subsection give strong evidence that the grid and numerics used in
the simulations predict the developed turbulent jet (i.e., after the 3D breakdown and full
flow chaotization) with accuracy, the comparison of the mean flow characteristics and
Reynolds stresses in this study reveals the Medium and Fine cases as the closest to the
reference data. For instance, according to the simulations, the center line velocity in-
tensity comes out with some discrepancies (under prediction) from the reference values
but with very similar results between the Medium and Fine meshes, the central line ve-
locity gradient’s is observed. The analysed sections average velocity (axial component)
is very close to their counterpart (experimental/numerical values), showing almost equal
gradients in the three cases, the velocity intensity is well predicted for the Medium mesh.
Moreover, the stresses analysis reveals similarities between the Medium and Fine cases,
with the results of the Medium mesh as the closest to the experimental/numerical sets of
data. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned (velocity, energy partition and stresses), the
Medium case captures with confidence the flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence
point of view, the energy containing motion is captured). With this study, the Medium
mesh has been selected to perform the p-study where the dierent employed methods
will be compared. Furthermore, the predictions of this study show that the azimuthal
discretization do not aect the ability to capture the flow field’s physical quantities.
5.2.2 p-study
From the previous subsection, h-study, the medium grid has been selected to perform the
p-study. The same developed jet initial and boundary conditions have been applied in this
study. The previous detailed analysis has been mimicked over the flow field and an ex-
tended analysis of the power spectrum density for the central line reference probe points,
the results will be presented in the following subsection. From all the methodologies used
in Chapter 4, a selection will be used to represent the dierences between each numerical
method/scheme. The following numerical variants employed in this study are:
 The CBS Riemann solver with the 2nd-order MUSCL scheme and Low-Mach
Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CNS3D 2nd ORDER’.
 The HLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-order MUSCL scheme and Low-Mach
Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CNS3D HLLC’.
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 The CBS Riemann solver with the 5th-order CBS scheme, henceforth labelled as
’CNS3D 5th ORDER’.
 The CBS Riemann solver with the 5th-order WENO scheme, henceforth labelled
as ’CNS3D WENO’.
 The CBS Riemann solver with the 9th-order WENO scheme, henceforth labelled
as ’CNS3D 9th ORDER’.
 TheCBSRiemann solver with the 5th-orderMUSCL scheme andLow-MachLimiting,
henceforth labelled as ’CNS3DCBS,CNS3D 5th ORDERLMC,CNS3DMUSCL
and CNS3D 5th ORDER’, accordingly.
As previously mention, the selected methods have reached a self-similar state (physical
steadiness) and a statistical steady state. The former state can be observed in Appendix F
(Figure F.7, Figure F.11, Figure F.15, Figure F.19 and Figure F.23). This enhances and
extend the mathematical steady state conclusions of Chapter 4.
Riemann Solver
In this analysis, two methods have been selected to compare the dierences between
the library’s Riemann solvers, the CBS and HLLC 5th-order MUSCL augmented with
LMC, respectively. The comparative study has been performed over the jet’s central line
and wake sections, as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 5.6 show the ability of each Riemann solver in capturing the variations in the
axial intensity velocity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed for the laminar and
transition regions the jet velocity predictions correspond to the experimental and numeri-
cal references (0  X   X0
D
/ 8). The far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the
jet’s size can be explained by the ability of each Riemann solver’s in predicting locally
the flow field for the break down of the jet’s vortical rings region. As it can be seen in
Table 5.3, the results for both Riemann solvers agree exactly with the experimental and
numerical results (jet’s core length); also by consequence, the jet’s induced entrainment
eects are correctly balanced out, giving a velocity gradient similar to the references,
CNS3D CBS (11 /
X   X0
D
 30) and CNS3D HLLC (15 / X   X0
D
 30).
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Figure 5.6: Riemann Solver, central line velocity. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110].
Figure 5.7, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for theCNS3D
CBS and CNS3D HLLC cases, with very similar results in magnitude and a small dier-
ence at the correspondent peak location. The remaining frames (b, c and d) present, from
the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses normal components results.
Comparisons with experimental data reveal an over prediction for all the three component
in both cases; however, the experimental trends can be observed, with the down stream
peak values distance being close to the references. The partition of energy between the
normal stress components, axial and radial, are similar in intensity, with a proportional
equal partition between the axial and radial components revealing a quasi-isotropic tur-
bulence behaviour with a polarization towards the axial component, as expected. The
uncertainty or the non-deterministic nature of the flow field can be observed by the dif-
ferences in location of the peak values of the stresses components, as this is the vortical
ring break down region. Moreover, the energy partition for both Riemann solvers cases is
proportionally equivalent to the reference ones.
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Physical quantities CNS3D CBS CNS3D HLLC LDA
X0 0 0 0
Maximum error 0.154 0.190 n.a.
u0RMS 0.110 0.117 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.030 0.038 0.022
hv0v0i 0.026 0.024 0.013
hw0w0i 0.024 0.028 0.013
Table 5.3: Riemann Solver central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
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(a) Turbulence intensity eective value.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
Figure 5.7: Central line turbulence intensity and normal stresses results. LDA[33].
Sections
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Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, frames a, shows the cross sections average
axial velocity values, where the intensities’ are dierent between each case but with sim-
ilar gradients, with the CNS3D CBS case results revealing a good comparison with the
experimental and DNS data. The remaining frames (b, c, d, e and f ) compare the pre-
dicted Reynolds stresses components with the available data. It can be observed that all
the cases follow the reference trends and are similar to each other, showing the predicted
flow field physical characteristics. From the three sections analysed, Table 5.4, a pro-
portional partition of energy trough the axial and radial components can be observed for
all the cases, with a polarization towards the axial component. The energy partition for
the radial terms, trough the sections, in the CNS3D CBS case reveals a tendency for the
flow field to naturally swirl, in contrast, this is not observed for the CNS3D HLLC case
as the same components peak values have the same order of magnitude. In accordance
with the reference values and expected flow field behaviour, a quasi-isotropic turbulence
with polarization towards the axial direction can be observed for both cases. Moreover,
the dierence in direction of the cross components shows the uncertainty nature of the
flow field (direction of swirling), in particular hu0v0i component (negative value). Further-
more, the comparisons of shearing stresses reveals that both cases results are predicted
with confidence.
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Physical quantities CNS3D CBS CNS3D HLLC LDA HWA DNS
Section X X0D = 15hu0u0i 0.083 0.105 0.086 0.064 0.053
hv0v0i 0.075 0.065 0.047 0.035 0.032
hw0w0i 0.062 0.064 0.048 0.035 0.032
hu0v0i 0.018 0.016 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.020 0.024 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 20hu0u0i 0.088 0.071 0.086 0.064 0.045
hv0v0i 0.064 0.056 0.047 0.034 0.030
hw0w0i 0.051 0.051 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i -0.009 -0.009 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.024 0.029 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 25hu0u0i 0.077 0.077 0.086 0.064 0.048
hv0v0i 0.074 0.067 0.047 0.035 0.035
hw0w0i 0.060 0.061 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.013 0.022 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.028 0.022 0.023 0.019 0.018
Table 5.4: Riemann Solver sections results, peak values. HWA[116], LDA[115] and
DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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(e) hu0v0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.8: Section
X   X0
D
= 15 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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(e) hu0v0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.9: Section
X   X0
D
= 20 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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Figure 5.10: Section
X   X0
D
= 25 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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The results of this analysis reveal a strong evidence that both Riemann solvers method-
ologies predict accurately the developed turbulent jet. The comparison between the pre-
dicted and experimental/numeric mean flow characteristics and Reynolds stresses, in this
study, reveals agreement for both cases, with the CNS3D CBS results as the most accu-
rate. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned, the CNS3D CBS case resolves the flow
field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point of view, the energy containing motion is
well balanced).
Low Mach Number Limiting
To study the eects that the LMC have over the flow field behaviour two methods have
been selected, the CBS 5th-order MUSCL augmented with LMC and the CBS 5th-order
MUSCL, respectively. The jet’s central line and wake sections will be studied, as previ-
ously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 5.11 show the eects of the LMC in resolving the variations in the axial ve-
locity intensity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed, for the jet velocity pre-
dictions, in the laminar and transition regions a correspondence to the experimental and
numerical values for the CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC (0  X   X0
D
/ 8) and an extended
similarity exists for CNS3D 5th ORDER (0  X   X0
D
/ 10); the velocity gradient of
the CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case gives a similar value as the experimental/numerical
gradient values (10 /
X   X0
D
/ 30). The far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over
the jet’s size improves with LMC augmentation, enhancing the resolution in predicting
locally the flow field for the vortical ring break down region, as it can be seen in Table 5.5.
As consequence, the correct jet’s induced entrainment eects are improved by the LMC
augmentation. The CNS3D 5th ORDER velocity magnitude value present an oscillation
pattern at the end of the jet’s core, this results from the adjusting of the predicted core by
one unit of diameter, making the vortical ring break down region closer to the origin of
the jet reference system (X0).
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Figure 5.11: Central line velocity results. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110].
Figure 5.12, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for the
CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC and CNS3D 5th ORDER cases. It can be observed a dif-
ference in trends (5 /
X   X0
D
/ 10) and also in magnitude with dierent peak locations.
The remaining frames (b, c and d) presents, from the inertial point of view, the jet’s cen-
tral line Reynolds stresses normal components results. Comparisons with experimental
data reveals an over prediction for all the three component in both cases; however, the
experimental trends of CNS3D 5th ORDER case are improved by the LMC augmenta-
tion. The partition of energy between the normal stress components, axial and radial, is
proportional in intensity, with a similar value in the radial component for the CNS3D 5th
ORDER LMC, revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour with a polarization to-
wards the axial component, as expected. Moreover, the energy partition results have been
improved by the LMC augmentation.
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Physical quantities 5th ORDER LMC 5th ORDER LDA
X0 0 1 0
Maximum error 0.154 0.217 n.a.
u0RMS 0.110 0.126 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.030 0.043 0.022
hv0v0i 0.026 0.025 0.013
hw0w0i 0.024 0.033 0.013
Table 5.5: LMC augmentation central line results, peak values. 5th ORDER LMC is the
CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC, 5th ORDER is the CNS3D 5th ORDER and LDA[33].
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Figure 5.12: Central line turbulence intensity and normal stresses results. LDA[33].
Sections
Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, frames a, shows the cross sections aver-
age axial velocity values, where the intensity values are dierent between each case but
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with locally similar gradients (CNS3D 5th ORDER). The remaining frames (b, c, d, e
and f ) compare the predicted Reynolds stresses components with the available data. The
reference trends can be observed for the CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case, showing the
eects of the LMC augmentation. From the three sections analysed (Table 5.6), a propor-
tional partition of energy trough the axial and radial components can be observed for both
cases. In accordance with the reference values and expected flow field behaviour, a quasi-
isotropic turbulence with polarization towards the axial direction can be observed for both
cases, with the ratio improvement by the LMC augmentation. Moreover, the dierence in
direction of the cross components shows the uncertainty and the non-deterministic nature
of the flow field, in particular hu0v0i component.
Physical quantities 5th ORDER LMC 5th ORDER LDA HWA DNS
Section X X0D = 15hu0u0i 0.083 0.118 0.086 0.064 0.053
hv0v0i 0.075 0.082 0.047 0.035 0.032
hw0w0i 0.062 0.077 0.048 0.035 0.032
hu0v0i 0.018 -0.025 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.020 0.025 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 20hu0u0i 0.088 0.091 0.086 0.064 0.045
hv0v0i 0.064 0.079 0.047 0.034 0.030
hw0w0i 0.051 0.069 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i -0.009 -0.009 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.024 0.035 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 25hu0u0i 0.077 0.118 0.086 0.064 0.048
hv0v0i 0.074 0.056 0.047 0.035 0.035
hw0w0i 0.060 0.056 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.013 0.021 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.028 0.037 0.023 0.019 0.018
Table 5.6: LMC augmentation sections results, peak values. 5th ORDER LMC is the
CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC, 5th ORDER is the CNS3D 5th ORDER, HWA[116], LDA[115]
and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.13: Section
X   X0
D
= 15 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.14: Section
X   X0
D
= 20 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(f) hu0w0i component.
Figure 5.15: Section
X   X0
D
= 25 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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The results of this analysis shows strong evidence of the LMC augmentation eects
for the developed turbulent jet, as this augmentation just provide the "correct" amount
of dissipation. Comparison between the predicted and experimental/numeric mean flow
characteristics and Reynolds stresses in this study reveals a very good agreement for
CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned, the CNS3D
5th ORDER LMC case predicts the flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point
of view, the energy containing motion is well balanced and predicted).
MUSCL and WENO
To study of the eects that dierent reconstruction schemes have over the flow field two
methods have been selected, the CBS 5th-order MUSCL augmented with LMC and the
CBS 5th-order WENO, respectively. The jet’s central line and wake sections have been
studied, as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 5.16 show the dierences between the two selected schemes in resolving the
variations in the axial velocity intensity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed for
the laminar and transition regions of the jets that the velocity predictions are in agreement
with the experimental and numerical references for both cases (0  X   X0
D
/ 8). The
far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size is accurately predicted with
CNS3D MUSCL, as consequence, the correct jet’s induced entrainment eects can be
better resolved by the use of theMUSCL scheme; the oscillatory pattern from the central
axial velocity magnitude (CNS3D WENO) is the consequence of the reduction to the
jet’s reference system by one unit of diameter (Table 5.7). For the velocity gradient,
the CNS3D MUSCL case gives a similar value as the experimental/numerical results
(10 /
X   X0
D
/ 30). The flow field for the vortical rings break down region is captured
with local accurately, as it can be seen in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.16: Central line velocity results. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110].
Figure 5.17, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for the
CNS3D MUSCL and CNS3D WENO cases. It can be observed a dierence in trends
(6  X   X0
D
/ 10) and similar in magnitude with dierent peak locations. The remaining
frames (b, c and d) presents, from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds
stresses normal components results. Comparisons with experimental data reveal na over
prediction for all the three component on both cases; however, the experimental trends are
observed for CNS3D MUSCL case. The partition of energy between the normal stress
components, axial and radial, is proportional in intensity, with a similar value in the radial
components for the CNS3D MUSCL, revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour
with a polarization towards the axial component, as expected. Moreover, the CNS3D
WENO results show equal partition of energy between the radial and hv0v0i components.
Physical quantities CNS3D MUSCL CNS3D WENO LDA
X0 0 1 0
Maximum error 0.154 0.238 n.a.
u0RMS 0.110 0.106 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.030 0.030 0.022
hv0v0i 0.026 0.030 0.013
hw0w0i 0.024 0.024 0.013
Table 5.7: Reconstruction schemes central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
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(a) Turbulence intensity eective value.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
Figure 5.17: Central line turbulence intensity and normal stresses results. LDA[33].
Sections
Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, frames a, shows the cross sections average
axial velocity values, where the intensities’ and gradient’s are correctly predicted, except
the section X X0D = 15 (CNS3D WENO) where the velocity intensity is over predicted.
The remaining frames (b, c, d, e and f ) compare the predicted Reynolds stresses com-
ponents with the available data. The reference trends can be observed for both schemes
with an overall over prediction for the CNS3D WENO case. From the three sections
analysed, Table 5.8, a proportional partition of energy trough the axial and radial compo-
nents can be observed for both the cases, with a polarization towards the axial component,
as expected; the axial polarization is over predicted by the CNS3D WENO case. In ac-
cordance with the reference values and expected flow field behaviour, a quasi-isotropic
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turbulence with polarization towards the axial direction is observed for both cases, with
correct partition ratio in CNS3D MUSCL case. Moreover, the dierence in direction of
the cross components shows the uncertainty and the non-deterministic nature of the flow
field, in particular hu0v0i component.
Physical quantities CNS3D MUSCL CNS3D WENO LDA HWA DNS
Section X X0D = 15hu0u0i 0.083 0.129 0.086 0.064 0.053
hv0v0i 0.075 0.082 0.047 0.035 0.032
hw0w0i 0.062 0.068 0.048 0.035 0.032
hu0v0i 0.018 -0.009 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.020 0.029 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 20hu0u0i 0.088 0.116 0.086 0.064 0.045
hv0v0i 0.064 0.068 0.047 0.034 0.030
hw0w0i 0.051 0.051 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i -0.009 -0.011 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.024 0.025 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 25hu0u0i 0.077 0.115 0.086 0.064 0.048
hv0v0i 0.074 0.054 0.047 0.035 0.035
hw0w0i 0.060 0.063 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.013 -0.014 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.028 0.043 0.023 0.019 0.018
Table 5.8: Reconstruction schemes sections results, peak values. HWA[116], LDA[115] and
DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.18: Section
X   X0
D
= 15 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.19: Section
X   X0
D
= 20 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.20: Section
X   X0
D
= 25 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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The results of this analysis show strong evidence that the MUSCL scheme predicts
more accurately the eects of a developed turbulent jet. The comparisons between the
predicted and experimental/numeric mean flow characteristics and Reynolds stresses in
this study agrees for CNS3DMUSCL case. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned, the
CNS3D MUSCL case predicts the flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point
of view, the energy containing motion is well balanced).
High-Order
To study the eects of dierent spatial high-order reconstruction schemes have over the
flow field three numerical methods have been selected, the CBS 2nd-order MUSCL aug-
mented with LMC, theCBS 5th-orderMUSCL augmented with LMC andCBS 9th-order
WENO, respectively. The jet’s central line and wake sections are studied, as previously
mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 5.21 show the dierences between three high-order reconstruction schemes in
predicting the variations in the axial velocity intensity trough the jet’s central line. It can
be observed for the laminar and transition regions that the jet velocity predictions corre-
spond, locally, to the experimental and numerical values for all cases (0  X   X0
D
/ 8).
The far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size is accurately predicted
with CNS3D 5th ORDER and CNS3D 9th ORDER schemes. The break down region
of the vortical ring structure (transition region) is accurately captured, locally, as it can
be seen in Table 5.9, consequently, the correct jet’s induced entrainment eects are bet-
ter resolved by the use of the 5th and 9th -order schemes. For the velocity gradient,
the CNS3D 5th ORDER case gives a similar value as the experimental/numerical re-
sults (10 /
X   X0
D
/ 30). The oscillatory pattern of the central line velocity amplitude
(CNS3D 5th ORDER) is the consequence of the non smooth structures of the flow field,
the numerical nature of the reconstruction scheme [124, 125] added to the spatial order,
creates locally a non smooth stencil.
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Figure 5.21: Central line velocity results. HWA[111], LDA[33] and DNS[110].
Figure 5.22, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence magnitude for the
CNS3D 2nd ORDER, CNS3D 5th ORDER and CNS3D 9th ORDER cases. It can be
observed a dierence in trend for the 2nd-order scheme (6 /
X   X0
D
/ 10), and dier-
ent magnitudes with dierent down stream peak locations. The remaining frames (b, c
and d) presents, from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses nor-
mal components results. Comparisons with experimental data reveal an over prediction
for all the three component in all cases; however, the experimental trends can be ob-
served for the 5th-order and 9th-order cases. The partition of energy between the normal
stress components, axial and radial, is proportional in intensity, with a higher value in the
axial component for CNS3D 2nd ORDER and CNS3D 9th ORDER cases, revealing a
quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour with a polarization towards the axial component, as
expected, for CNS3D 5th ORDER.
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Physical quantities 2nd ORDER 5th ORDER 9th ORDER LDA
X0 2 0 0 0
Maximum error 0.297 0.154 0.234 n.a.
u0RMS 0.134 0.110 0.123 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.048 0.030 0.040 0.022
hv0v0i 0.029 0.026 0.027 0.013
hw0w0i 0.029 0.024 0.026 0.013
Table 5.9: Spatial resolution central line results, peak values. 2nd ORDER is the CNS3D 2nd
ORDER, 5th ORDER is the CNS3D 5th ORDER, 9th ORDER is the CNS3D 9th ORDER and
LDA[33].
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Figure 5.22: Central line turbulence intensity and normal stresses results. LDA[33].
Sections
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Figure 5.23, Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25, frames a, shows the cross sections average
axial velocity values, where the velocity gradients are predicted correctly, locally; the
velocity magnitude values are over predicted for CNS3D 2nd ORDER. The remaining
frames (b, c, d, e and f ) compare the predicted Reynolds stresses components with the
available data. The reference trends can be observed for all the selected schemes, an over-
all over prediction for CNS3D 2nd ORDER case is noticed, as the employed numerical
scheme in conjunction with the grid resolution in not enough dissipative. From the three
sections analysed, Table 5.10, a proportional partition of energy trough the axial and ra-
dial components can be observed for the analysed cases, with a polarization towards the
axial component, as expected. In accordance with the reference values and expected flow
field behaviour, a quasi-isotropic turbulence with polarization towards the axial direction
can be observed for all cases, with a correct partition ratio in CNS3D 5th ORDER case.
Moreover, the dierence in direction of the cross components show the randomness nature
of the flow field, in particular hu0v0i component.
Physical quantities 2nd ORDER 5th ORDER 9th ORDER LDA HWA DNS
Section X X0D = 15hu0u0i 0.159 0.083 0.071 0.086 0.064 0.053
hv0v0i 0.101 0.075 0.065 0.047 0.035 0.032
hw0w0i 0.095 0.062 0.054 0.048 0.035 0.032
hu0v0i -0.016 0.018 -0.012 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.051 0.020 0.017 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 20hu0u0i 0.109 0.088 0.099 0.086 0.064 0.045
hv0v0i 0.072 0.064 0.067 0.047 0.034 0.030
hw0w0i 0.076 0.051 0.083 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i -0.020 -0.009 -0.015 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.043 0.024 0.026 0.023 0.019 0.018
Section X X0D = 25hu0u0i 0.117 0.077 0.078 0.086 0.064 0.048
hv0v0i 0.092 0.074 0.058 0.047 0.035 0.035
hw0w0i 0.080 0.060 0.076 0.048 0.034 0.030
hu0v0i 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.023 0.019 0.018
hu0w0i 0.030 0.028 0.024 0.023 0.019 0.018
Table 5.10: Spatial resolution sections results, peak values. 2nd ORDER is the CNS3D 2nd
ORDER, 5th ORDER is the CNS3D 5th ORDER, 9th ORDER is the CNS3D 9th ORDER,
HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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Figure 5.23: Section
X   X0
D
= 15 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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(d) hw0w0i component.
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Figure 5.24: Section
X   X0
D
= 20 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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(a) Velocity distribution, axial component.
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(b) hu0u0i component.
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(c) hv0v0i component.
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Figure 5.25: Section
X   X0
D
= 25 results. HWA[116], LDA[115] and DNS[110].
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The comparison between the predicted and experimental/numeric mean flow charac-
teristics and Reynolds stresses in this study agrees for the 5th-order method. Therefore, as
far as physics is concerned, theCNS3D 5th ORDER case predicts the flow field properties
(e.g., from the turbulence point of view, the energy containing motion is well balanced).
Summary
The correlation between predicted and experimental/numeric mean flow characteristics
and Reynolds stresses is in very good agreement for theCBS Riemann solver with the 5th-
orderMUSCL scheme augmented with LMC. For instance, according to the simulations,
the center line velocity comes out with some discrepancies from the reference values,
but with a more accurate result. The partition of energy between the Reynolds stresses
normal components are closer and proportional to the reference values, as expected; the
high order spatial accuracy in conjunction with the mesh resolution give the " correct"
amount of dissipation. Moreover, the Reynolds stresses values indicate a good correlation
with the experimental data of [33].
5.2.3 Spectral analysis
Finalizing the physical study (velocity and energy analyses) of the previous subsection,
p-study, the total kinetic energy frequency spectra (E()) will be presented for the jet’s ax-
ial distance (central line), with the correspondent periodgrams ( vs ) and temporal total
kinetic energy (E(T )) in Appendix G, for all the selected numerical variants. As described
in Section 1.2, the spectrograms interpretation indicate the jet’s flow field characteristics,
this is physically appealing and can be of great help in inferring the flow field properties.
From the results of [33, 113, 114] (jet cross section) it is possible to make a qualitative
comparison for the jet’s core region (0  X
D
/ 5), assuming for that reason a similar phys-
ical behaviour between radial and axial directions. The slopes, in the following figures,
represent the evolution of the energy decay rate trough out the jet’s down stream flow
field. As upper slope limit, the local isotropy hypothesis (Kolmogorov [38, 39]   53 decay
rate) is used as asymptotic reference, where the small eddies in the flow are statistical
independent in preferred directions of the large eddies.
Figure 5.26, Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28, shows the evolution of the spectral energy
trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed as the axial position is increased, the am-
plitude values of the production region also increase, reaching an approximate level for
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the jet’s transition region (
X
D
 10). For the far-field region (30  X
D
 40), the am-
plitude production region shrinks, in amplitude and size, and is almost non-existent for
the farthest probe points, the jet’s eects can be negligible, or in other words, the flow
field energy can be consider purely inertial. From the dissipation point of view, it can
be noticed the change in slope trough out the jet’s central line. Starting from the jet’s
discharge and moving down stream, the low frequencies states are exited in the produc-
tion region with no associated dissipation, a high intensity peak in frequency is observed
followed by a drop in amplitude; the spectral energy values at frequencies higher then the
peak values can be consider as background noise (
X
D
= 0), this can be confirmed by the
associated randomness in phase (Appendix G). Furthermore, the remaining spectrograms
points reveals a transfer of energy from the lower to the higher frequencies states, with
the changing in dissipation rates towards the asymptotic value, as the higher frequencies
become more exited. The observed trends can be explained by the population of the high
frequencies states at the expenses of the low frequency states, meaning a surging in en-
ergy from the lower to the higher states. Moreover, as the production states and lower
frequencies becomes unexcited, the dissipation rate changes away from the asymptotic
reference level, populating them the higher frequency states until the energy is dissipated
as heat, at the viscous level.
Table 5.11, reveals the spectral peak frequency to be in accordance with the predicted
resonant frequency, for this class of flows [126]. The dierence between the simulated
results and experimental value can be explained by the dierent at down stream probe lo-
cations, but still inside of the jet’s core (laminar region); however the simulated Strouhal
numbers are inside the experimental numerical range, with the exception of CBSWENO
9th-order case. Moreover, Figure 5.26 frames d and e, a second peak with similar mag-
nitude can be observed with a frequency ratio between the peaks of 45 (CBS MUSCL
2nd-order LMC) and 12 (CBS WENO 5
th-order), respectively.
Numerical schemes Max St
CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC 85 0.256
HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC 85 0.256
CBS MUSCL 5th-order 80 0.241
CBS WENO 5th-order 85 0.256
CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC 75 0.226
CBS WENO 9th-order 45 0.135
Table 5.11: Resonant frequencies at
X
D
= 5 and correspondent Strouhal numbers.
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(a) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) CBS MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) CBS WENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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(f) CBS WENO 9th-order.
Figure 5.26: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (0; 5; 10).
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(a) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) CBS MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) CBS WENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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Figure 5.27: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (15; 20; 25).
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(a) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) CBS MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) CBS WENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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(f) CBS WENO 9th-order.
Figure 5.28: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (30; 35; 40).
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From this analysis, it is possible to conclude that all the selected methods are able
to describe the evolution of the energy dissipation decay trough out the jet’s central line.
Moreover, the resonant frequency of the system is accurately predicted for all 5th and 2nd
order methods. Furthermore, the total kinetic energy decay rate is in accordance to the
theoretical and experimental results.
5.2.4 Buoyancy
Forced periodic jets and wakes by laterally perturbing sinusoidally an exhausting tube
from which smoke is issued into free stream shows that the natural occurring random
eddying motions could be locked in with the perturbing frequency [127–129]. From the
examination of the geometrical three dimensional patterns a classification of the simplest
occurring structures was developed. Those structures have a single or double sided, with
the former as the result of either buoyancy eects or how the vorticity has been generated
at the source. As an interesting observation, the previous classification is further investi-
gated by the analysis of the source eects in terms of Fourier space. From the extensive
literature about jet flows, a jet issuing into a free-stream induces an entrainment eect
over the surroundings and the correspondent eect influences the jet mixing structures
(free shear layer), this occurs as a cause-eect close cycle interaction between the jet flow
and free stream. The perturbations at the source are them amplified trough the mixing re-
gion. Due to entrainment, the vortical rings downstream movement can be either in phase
(vortical plane normal to jet’s axis) or o-phase (vortical plane tilted to jet’s axis) giving
then a helically pattern.
Figure 5.29, the instantaneous snapshots of jets flow fields reveals the dierent pattern
in vortical structures at the jet’s core, as it can be seen by the "wavy" pattern of the mixing
region. The rings break down will be amalgamated into flow structures with upstream
velocity.
Figure 5.30, shows the iso-surfaces (U =  0:5) for two dierent buoyant jets, in
frame a the back-flow structures confine the jet to a neutral state; while in frame b, as
it can clearly be seen, the amalgamated region of upstream velocity exerting blockage
eects over the wake, resulting in the bending of the jet flow. Furthermore, in the case of
a neutral buoyant jet, the structures can be mirrored; in contrast, the structure responsible
for the buoyant jet eect is unique.
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(a) Positive buoyant jet, HLLCWENO 9th.
(b) Neutral buoyant jet, CBS MUSCL 5th LMC.
Figure 5.29: Instantaneous snapshots of buoyant jets.
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(a) CBS MUSCL 5th LMC.
(b) HLLCWENO 9th.
Figure 5.30: Buoyancy Iso-surfaces.
In order to explain the reason of dierent jet’s behaviours, four points were chosen at
the lip of the jet’s exhaust, being labelled as following:
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Points Labelling Axial Radial Azimuthal
N 0 0.5 0
S 0 0.5 
E 0 0.5 2
W 0 0.5  2
Figure 5.31, shows the spectrograms of four dierent methods used in this study,
frame a buoyant and the remaining frames neutral buoyant jet’s. As it can be seen clearly
in frame a, at the spectral lower frequency range (  100), the dierences in amplitude
and frequency patterns for all the four points, while on the remaining frames the same
four probe points are correlated with each other, in frequency and amplitude, over the
same frequency range.
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(c) CBS MUSCL 2nd LMC.
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(d) HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC.
Figure 5.31: Spectrograms at exhausts lip.
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It can be deducted, that the dierences in amplitude and frequency, for the lower range
of the spectrum between each probe point, will influence the down stream wake patterns,
originating then a buoyant jet, as consequence. Furthermore, from the jet point of view,
the experimental induced oscillations of the jet discharge and the jet induced entrainment
(simulation) have equivalents eects, despite the fact of having dierent causes.
5.3 Discussion
In this chapter, the study of dierent methodologies in simulating a high subsonic jet
issuing into a static free stream has been presented. It is suggested that the corrections
and reviews done in the flow solver, during this project, have physical meaning and are
independent of the numerics and discretization levels. These results, also, expand and
enhance the mathematical conclusions form the previous chapter, Chapter 4, proving the
robustness of the geometrical method. Moreover, from this analysis, the results show
that eects of the grid refinement can be comparable to the eects of the Riemann solver
and numerical schemes (spatial accuracy). Furthermore, the dierences in results of the
predicted jet’s core length do not invalidate the discretization or numerical methods, as
the system of equations that describe the flow field take into account the distance between
inertial and non-inertial references systems. The following observations can be made:
 The results of each case have a physical meaningful result, with the accuracy being
dependent on the conjugation of the mesh size and spatial order.
 The CNS3D CBS Riemann solver captures (slightly) better the physical properties
than the CNS3D HLLC.
 The LMC augmentation eects enhance the CNS3D 5th-order scheme by improv-
ing a uniform dissipation at the lower scales.
 The physical nature of the reconstruction schemes is apparently, withCNS3DMUSCL
as the most accurate method.
 TheCNS3D 5th-order results with great confidence the physical properties then the
CNS3D 2nd-order and CNS3D 9th-order.
 As Fourier analysis is concerned, the 2nd and 5th order methods capture the reso-
nance frequency, a unique characteristic of any physical system.
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 A possible cause for the eects of jet’s buoyancy is directly connected to the eects
at the jet exhaust’s lip.
Concluding, Figure 5.32, show a series of instantaneous snapshots for the axial veloc-
ity (in the medium grid) demonstrating the unsteadiness and uncertainty of the flow field.
From the previous observations and analysis, it can be concluded the best cost eective
scheme to predict the physical characteristics of a Static Jet is the CBS 5th-order LMC
with aMEDIUM discretization level. As a final remark, in Appendix H the complete set
of result is presented and can be used as a data base for future references.
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(a) Initialization. (b) 13 of simulated time.
(c) 23 of simulated time. (d) End of simulation.
Figure 5.32: Instantaneous axial velocity profiles of the static jet.
6
Co-Flow Jet
6.1 Introduction
As it has been shown in Chapter 4 all the methodologies have reached a statistical steady
state level, giving mathematical meaning to the obtained results. In this chapter, pre-
dictions are made for a jet issuing into a free-stream surrounding, with a small velocity.
This case is studied from the physical point of view (velocity, energy and elasticity/plas-
ticity) for the jet’s central line, extending the validity of the previous analysis. More-
over the analysis from Chapter 5 is mimicked in this study. The behaviour of the flow
in the near-field region is influenced not only by the initial turbulence profiles, usually
not known adequately and for this reason not used, but also by the possible formation
of orderly structures in the mixing layers at the edges of the potential jet’s core (vor-
tical rings) that break down as chaotic structures. The existence of these structures, a
non-turbulence phenomenon and not accounted for, may aect the jet development for
a significant distance downstream, as it will be seen. Furthermore, the energy partition
between the normal components of the Reynolds stresses trough the jet’s central line is
an indicator of isotropic turbulence. Also, the energy decay rate is analysed for each
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methodology. The linear grow of the wake’s spreading size, trough the sections profiles,
indicates self-similarity behaviour and physical steadiness. Accordingly, comparisons be-
tween the dierent methodologies with experimental data will identify the most ecient
and accurate method to predict a high subsonic turbulent jet under a co-flow free stream.
6.2 Methodology and Results
Simulations have been performed for an isothermal, round jet into a co-flow free stream at
a Reynolds number of 10000 based on the jet’s outlet diameter and velocity (MaJet = 0:9)
at standard sea level, temperature and pressure (Table 4.1). The grids employed, as in
the previous chapters, where based on the grids of [110, 119] and clustered according to
[122, 123], a detailed description can be seen in Appendix C.
The velocities and stresses along the jet axis and radial sections become adimensional
with reference to the axial flow velocity at the jet’s geometrical center, URe f , with U =
UJet   U1. The reduced data comparisons are performed from the jet inertial coordinate
system (Appendix D). The boundary conditions were set up as inflow for the jet discharge
and upstream of the jet exit (Ma1 = 0:27MaJet); no-slip at the wall of the engine’s nozzle,
transparent for the domain geometrical singularity and outflow (non-reflective boundary
conditions) for the rest of the domain.
The time averaging starts after developing the flow for approximate 1500 time units,
and covers 1500 time units, with 15 of the time window spam allocated to the spectral
analysis. The h-study is performed with the HLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-order
MUSCL scheme and augmented with LMC. For the p-study (Mediummesh), a selection
of the methods used on the previous chapter (Chapter 4) is employed according to the
comparisons to be performed. These comparisons reflect the dierences between theCBS
and HLLC Riemann solvers, eects of LMC augmentation, limiters and reconstruction
schemes (MUSCL and WENO) and spatial resolution (Order). Moreover, on the h and
p studies, the Runge-Kutta TVD third order time integration has been employed, with
CFL= 0:5. The comparison results are presented against experimental data from Hot
Wire Anemometry (HWA) [111] and LASER Doppler Anemometry (LDA) [33].
The average velocities and Reynolds stress results (Central Line) in this chapter are
compared in the following subsections, h-study and p-study. The scale in the stresses fig-
ures is chosen to facilitate a better comparison between each component. An observation
should be made for the case of the normal stresses components, by the physical nature of
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the flow field and according to [21] it will be only possible to compare the central line val-
ues with experimental and numerical reference data from a static jet, even if they are not
a good indicator. It is not suitable to use the reference data to analyse the sections results.
As an indicator of physical convergence, self-similarity should be achieved trough the
jet’s wake planes, these results are presented in Appendix F. The normal inertial sections
are located at:
 Sections X   X0
D
= (15; 20; 25).
Furthermore, the temporal power spectral density of the Total Kinetic Energy (Ek()) is
analysed. The frequency domain () is related to the inverse of the adimensional com-
putational time, with a maximum value proportional to the computational time steep; the
scale of power spectrum density is arbitrary and the position of all the dierent curves
have been faithfully reproduced. The probe points encompasses the jet’s near-field, tran-
sition and far-field regions, over the central line. The location of the probe points are
domain’s referenced and have the following coordinates:
 X
D
= (0; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40).
6.2.1 h-study
In this subsection, the ability of each mesh in capturing the physical properties of the
flow field is analysed. Self-similarity results, Appendix F Figure F.26, show that the three
grids refinements have converged to a physical steady state, reinforcing and confirming
the mathematical conclusions for the statistical steady state.
Central Line
Figure 6.1, show the ability of each mesh in capturing the variations of the axial veloc-
ity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed for the laminar and transition regions
the jet velocity predictions correspond to the experimental result (0  X   X0
D
/ 10). The
far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size is explained by the ability of
each mesh, in combination with the numerical method, in resolving locally the flow field
for the break down region of the jet’s vortical rings. As it can be seen in Table 6.1, the
results for the jet’s core are improved with the mesh refinements; also, the jet and free
stream induced entrainment eects, by consequence, are correctly balanced out, giving
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a velocity gradient similar to the reference one (14 /
X   X0
D
 30) in the Medium and
Finemeshes. The break down of the vortical rings is enhanced by the discretization level,
Fine case, capturing the oscillatory pattern for the average velocity distribution.
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Figure 6.1: Central line velocity results. HWA[111].
Figure 6.2, frame a, show the eective value for the turbulence intensity for all meshes,
with the same peak value location for the Medium and Fine cases. The remaining frames
(b, c and d) shows the central line normal components of Reynolds stresses, from the
inertial point of view. Comparisons with experimental data reveals an over prediction for
all the three component on the Coarse and Fine cases, with all the results following the
experimental trend. The peak values location, as expected, are located downstream of the
reference ones. The partition of energy between the normal stress components, axial and
radial, is markedly dierent in intensity, but proportional between each component (Ta-
ble 6.1, Medium and Fine cases) revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour with a
polarization towards the axial component, as expected. TheCoarse case, reveals an equal
partition of energy between the radial components.
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Physical quantities Coarse Medium Fine LDA
X0 10 6 3 n.a.
Maximum error 0.391 0.108 0.245 n.a.
u0RMS 0.082 0.075 0.090 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.034 0.030 0.041 0.022
hv0v0i 0.023 0.015 0.025 0.013
hw0w0i 0.023 0.022 0.032 0.013
Table 6.1: Central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
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Figure 6.2: Central line Reynolds stresses results. LDA[33].
Summary
The results of this subsection shows strong evidence that the grid and numerics used in this
study are good enough for the developed turbulent jet (i.e., after the 3D breakdown and
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full flow chaotization). The comparison between the predicted and experimental mean
flow characteristics and Reynolds stresses in this study reveals a very good agreement
for the Medium case. For instance, according to the simulations, the center line velocity
magnitude comes out with some discrepancies (under prediction) from the reference value
but with a similar result in the Medium case, the velocity gradient is observed as a lower
error. Moreover, the stresses analyses reveals similarities between the Medium and Fine
cases, with the results of the Medium case as the closest to the experimental reference
data. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned, the Medium case captures with accuracy
the flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point of view, the energy containing
motion is captured). With this study, the Medium mesh has been selected to perform the
p-study where the dierent employed methods are analyticity compared. Furthermore, the
predictions of this study show that the azimuthal discretization do not aect the ability in
capture the flow field’s physical quantities.
6.2.2 p-study
From the previous subsection, h-study, the medium grid has been selected to perform
the p-study. The same developed jet initial and boundary conditions have been applied
for this study. The previous detailed analysis have been replicated over the flow field
and an extended analysis of the power spectrum density for the central line reference
probe points, these results will be presented in the following subsection. From all the
methodologies used in Chapter 4, a selection will be used to represent the dierences
between each numerical method/scheme. The following numerical variants employed in
this study are:
 The CBS Riemann solver with the 2nd-order MUSCL scheme and Low-Mach
Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CNS3D 2nd ORDER’.
 TheCBSRiemann solver with the 5th-orderMUSCL scheme andLow-MachLimiting,
henceforth labelled as ’CNS3D CBS’.
 The HLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-order HLLC scheme, henceforth labelled
as ’CNS3D 5th ORDER’.
 TheHLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-orderWENO scheme, henceforth labelled
as ’CNS3D WENO’.
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 TheHLLC Riemann solver with the 9th-orderWENO scheme, henceforth labelled
as ’CNS3D 9th ORDER’.
 The HLLC Riemann solver with the 5th-order MUSCL scheme and Low-Mach
Limiting, henceforth labelled as ’CNS3DCBS,CNS3D 5th ORDERLMC,CNS3D
MUSCL and CNS3D 5th ORDER’, accordingly.
As previously mention, the selected methods have reached a self-similar state or physi-
cal steadiness. This can be observed in Appendix F( Figure F.30, Figure F.34, Figure F.38,
Figure F.42 and Figure F.46), enhancing and extending the mathematical steady state con-
clusions of Chapter 4.
Riemann Solver
In this analysis, two methods have been selected to compare the dierences between
the library’s Riemann solvers, the HLLC and CBS 5th-order MUSCL augmented with
LMC, respectively. The comparative study has been performed over the jet’s central line,
as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 6.3, show the ability of each Riemann solver in capturing the variations in the
axial intensity velocity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed for the laminar
and transition regions, the jet velocity predictions have an accurate correspondence with
the experimental result for the CNS3D HLLC case (0  X   X0
D
/ 10). The far-filed
back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size can be explained by the ability of the
Riemann solvers in predicting locally the flow field for jet’s vortical rings break down
region. Also by consequence, the jet’s induced entrainment eects can be considered
balanced out, giving a velocity gradient similar to the reference one, CNS3D HLLC
(15 /
X   X0
D
 30).
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Figure 6.3: Riemann Solver, central line velocity. HWA[111].
As it can be seen in Table 6.2, the results for both Riemann solvers reveals a dierence
of two calibres between them, but with a decrease in error magnitude for the CNS3D
HLLC case.
Physical quantities CNS3D CBS CNS3D HLLC LDA
X0 4 6 n.a.
Maximum error 0.404 0.108 n.a.
u0RMS 0.092 0.075 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.044 0.030 0.022
hv0v0i 0.040 0.015 0.013
hw0w0i 0.028 0.022 0.013
Table 6.2: Riemann Solver central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
Figure 6.4,frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for the selected
cases, with dierent magnitudes and same peak values location. The remaining frames (b,
c and d) presents, from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses nor-
mal components results. Comparisons with experimental data reveals an over prediction
for all the three component in both cases, with the exception in the hv0v0i component of
CNS3D HLLC case. However, the experimental trends can be observed, with the down
stream peak value locations being close to the reference ones, radial components. The
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partition of energy between the normal stresses components, axial and radial, is propor-
tional in intensity (CNS3DHLLC), revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence behaviour with
polarization towards the axial component, as expected. Moreover, the energy partition for
CNS3D CBS case has the same order of magnitude for hu0u0i and hv0v0i components,
showing a non-axial polarization.
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Figure 6.4: Central line Reynolds stresses results. LDA[33].
The results of this analysis give strong evidence that the HLLC Riemann solver is
good enough for the developed turbulent jet. The comparison between the predicted and
experimental mean flow characteristics for the Reynolds stresses in this study reveals a
very good agreement and accurate prediction for CNS3D HLLC case. Therefore, as far
as physics is concerned, the CNS3D HLLC case captures the flow field properties (e.g.,
from the turbulence point of view, the energy containing motion is balanced).
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Low Mach Number Corrections
To study the eects that theLMC have over the flow field twomethods have been selected,
the CBS 5th-order MUSCL augmented with LMC and the CBS 5th-order MUSCL, re-
spectively. The jet’s central line has been studied, as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 6.5, show the eects of the LMC in resolving the variations in the axial in-
tensity velocity trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed, for the jet velocity pre-
dictions, in the laminar and transition regions a correspondence to the experimental value
for the CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC (0  X   X0
D
/ 10) with a smaller similarity region
for CNS3D 5th ORDER (0  X   X0
D
/ 8). The far-filed back pressure or blockage ef-
fects over the jet’s size improves with LMC augmentation, enhancing the resolution in
predicting locally the flow field for the 3D break down region of the jet’s vortical rings.
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Figure 6.5: Central line velocity results. HWA[111].
As it can be seen in Table 6.3. For the velocity gradient, the CNS3D 5th ORDER
LMC case gives a similar value as the experimental one (14 /
X   X0
D
/ 30). As conse-
quence, the correct jet’s induced and free stream entrainment eects are slightly improved
by the LMC augmentation.
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Physical quantities CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC CNS3D 5th ORDER LDA
X0 6 6 n.a.
Maximum error 0.108 0.269 n.a.
u0RMS 0.075 0.079 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.030 0.033 0.022
hv0v0i 0.016 0.035 0.013
hw0w0i 0.022 0.036 0.013
Table 6.3: LMC augmentation central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
Figure 6.6, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for theCNS3D
5th ORDER LMC and CNS3D 5th ORDER cases. It can be observed a similar trend and
intensity, with close peak value locations. The remaining frames (b, c and d) presents,
from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses normal components
results. Comparisons with experimental data reveals an over prediction, except for the
hv0v0i component of CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case, with the same experimental trends.
The partition of energy between the normal stress components, axial and radial, is pro-
portional in intensity (CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC) revealing a quasi-isotropic turbulence
behaviour with a polarization towards the axial component, as expected. Moreover, the
energy partition for CNS3D 5th ORDER case is in the same order of magnitude and with
the same peak values down stream locations, for axial and radial components, showing an
isotropic turbulence behaviour; by exclusion, this result reveals the LMC augmentation
enhances the resolution of the expected flow field physics, as the radial stress values for
the CNS3D 5th ORDER are clearly over predicted.
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Figure 6.6: Central line Reynolds stresses results. LDA[33].
The results of this analysis gives strong evidence of the LMC augmentation eects
for the developed turbulent jet. The comparison between the predicted and experimental
mean flow characteristics for the Reynolds stresses in this study shows well balanced
partition of energy for CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case. Therefore, as far as physics
is concerned, the CNS3D 5th ORDER LMC case resolves with confidence the expected
flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point of view, the energy containing motion
is balanced).
MUSCL and WENO
To study of the eects that dierent reconstruction schemes have over the flow field two
methods have been selected, theHLLC 5th-orderMUSCL augmented with LMC and the
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CBS 5th-orderWENO, respectively. The comparative study has been performed over the
jet’s central line, as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 6.7, show the dierences between two reconstruction schemes in resolving the
variations of the axial intensity velocity trough out the jet’s central line. As it can be
observed for the flow field laminar and transition regions, the predicted jet velocity distri-
bution correspond to the experimental reference (0  X   X0
D
/ 10), in both cases. The
far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size are enhanced with CNS3D
MUSCL case, capturing locally the flow field of the transition region, as it can be seen
on Table 6.4. For the velocity gradient the CNS3D MUSCL case has a similar value as
the experimental reference (14 /
X   X0
D
/ 30); a similar region exists in the CNS3D
WENO case, with lower magnitude. As consequence, the jet’s induced entrainment in
conjunction with the free stream eects can be better resolved by employing theMUSCL
limiting scheme.
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Figure 6.7: Central line velocity results. HWA[111].
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Physical quantities CNS3D MUSCL CNS3D WENO LDA
X0 6 7 n.a.
Maximum error 0.108 0.299 n.a.
u0RMS 0.075 0.089 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.030 0.041 0.022
hv0v0i 0.015 0.027 0.013
hw0w0i 0.022 0.030 0.013
Table 6.4: Reconstruction schemes central line results, peak values. LDA[33].
Figure 6.8, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for the selected
methods. It can be observed a dierence in trend (6  X   X0
D
/ 10) and dierent mag-
nitudes with the same peak value locations. The remaining frames (b, c and d) presents,
from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses normal components.
Comparisons with experimental data reveals an over prediction for all the three compo-
nent in the CNS3D WENO case. However, the experimental trends can be observed for
both cases, with the exception of the axial component of CNS3D WENO case. The par-
tition of energy between the normal stress components, axial and radial, is proportional
in intensity. A proportional partition of energy in both cases reveals a quasi-isotropic tur-
bulence behaviour with polarization towards the axial direction, as expected. Moreover,
the CNS3D MUSCL results show are in agreement with the expected reference values.
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Figure 6.8: Central line Reynolds stresses results. LDA[33].
The results of this analysis gives strong evidence of the MUSCL limiting scheme to
predict more accurately the eects for the developed turbulent jet. Comparison between
the predicted and experimental mean flow characteristics for the Reynolds stresses in this
study agrees for CNS3D MUSCL case. Therefore, as far as physics is concerned, the
CNS3D MUSCL case captures with confidence the flow field properties (e.g., from the
turbulence point of view, the energy containing motion is balanced).
High-Order
To study of the eects that dierent spatial high-order reconstruction schemes have over
the flow field three methods have been selected, the CBS 2nd-order MUSCL augmented
with LMC, the HLLC 5th-order MUSCL augmented with LMC and HLLC 9th-order
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WENO, respectively. The comparative study has been performed over the jet’s central
line, as previously mentioned.
Central Line
Figure 6.9, show the dierences between three high-order reconstruction schemes in
resolving the variations of the axial velocity intensity trough the jet’s central line. As it can
be observed for the laminar and transition regions, the jet velocity predictions correspond
to the experimental reference (0  X   X0
D
/ 10), CNS3D 5th ORDER and CNS3D 9th
ORDER cases. The far-filed back pressure or blockage eects over the jet’s size has been
improved with the numerical schemes’ spatial order, capturing accurately the local flow
field of the vortical rings 3D break down region, as it can be seen in Table 6.5. For the
velocity gradient, the CNS3D 5th ORDER and CNS3D 9th ORDER cases gives similar
values as the experimental reference (14 /
X   X0
D
/ 30). Consequently, the correct
eects for the flow induced entrainment and free stream can be better predicted with the
use of a 5th-order scheme.
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Figure 6.9: Central line velocity results. HWA[111].
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Physical quantities 2nd ORDER 5th ORDER 9th ORDER LDA
X0 8 6 2 n.a.
Maximum error 0.422 0.108 0.335 n.a.
u0RMS 0.097 0.075 0.094 n.a.
hu0u0i 0.040 0.030 0.046 0.022
hv0v0i 0.038 0.015 0.033 0.013
hw0w0i 0.028 0.022 0.034 0.013
Table 6.5: Spatial resolution central line results, peak values. 2nd ORDER is the CNS3D 2nd
ORDER, 5th ORDER is the CNS3D 5th ORDER, 9th ORDER is the CNS3D 9th ORDER and
LDA[33].
Figure 6.10, frame a, show the eective value of the turbulence intensity for the se-
lected schemes. As it can be observed similarity in trends exists in the three cases. The
2nd-order and 9th-order cases have similar values with correspondence down stream peak
value locations in the 2nd-order and 5th-order cases. The remaining frames (b, c and d)
presents, from the inertial point of view, the central line Reynolds stresses normal com-
ponents. Comparisons with experimental reference data reveals an over prediction for
all the three component in the 2nd-order and 9th-order cases. However, the experimental
trends can be observed for all cases. The partition of energy between the normal stress
components, axial and radial, is proportional in intensity values with polarization in the
axial direction, as expected. Moreover, for CNS3D 5th ORDER case, the ratios of energy
partition between radial and axial components is similar to the experimental ratio.
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(d) Cross component
Figure 6.10: Central line Reynolds stresses results. LDA[33].
The comparison between the predicted and experimental mean flow characteristics
for the Reynolds stresses in this study reveals the 5th-order method as the most accurate.
Therefore, as far as physics is concerned the CNS3D 5th ORDER case captures with
confidence the flow field properties (e.g., from the turbulence point of view, the energy
containing motion is well balanced).
Summary
The results of this subsection shows strong evidence that the numerics used in this study
are good enough for the developed turbulent co-flow jet (i.e., after the 3D breakdown and
full flow chaotization). The correlation between the predicted and experimental mean
flow characteristics for the Reynolds stresses in this study agrees for the HLLC Riemann
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solver with the 5th-orderMUSCL scheme augmented with LMC. For instance, according
to the simulations, the center line velocity comes out with some discrepancies from the
reference values, but with a more accurate result. The partition of energy between the
Reynolds stresses, normal components, is closer and proportional the experimental data,
as expected.
6.2.3 Spectral analysis
Finalizing the physical study (velocity and Reynolds stresses) of the previous subsection,
p-study, the total kinetic energy frequency spectra (E()) will be presented for the jet’s
axial distance (Central Line), with the correspondent periodgrams ( vs ) and temporal
total kinetic energy (E(T )) in Appendix G, for all the selected numerical variants. As
described in Section 1.2, the spectrograms interpretation indicate the jet’s flow field char-
acteristics, this is physically appealing and can be of great help in inferring the flow field
properties. From the results of [33, 113, 114] (jet cross section) it is possible to make
a qualitative comparison for the jet’s core region (0  X
D
/ 5), assuming for that rea-
son a similar physical behaviour between radial and axial directions. The slopes, in the
following figures, represent the evolution of the energy decay rate trough out the jet’s
down stream flow field. As upper slope limit, the local isotropy hypothesis (Kolmogorov
[38, 39]   53 decay rate) is used as asymptotic reference, where the small eddies in the flow
are statistical independent in preferred directions of the large eddies.
Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, shows the evolution of the spectral energy
trough the jet’s central line. It can be observed as the axial position is increased, the
amplitude values of the production region also increase, reaching a approximate level
for the jet’s transition region (
X
D
 10). For the far-field region (30  X
D
 40), the
amplitude production region shrinks, in size, and are almost non-existent for the farthest
probe points, the jet’s eects are no longer relevant, or in other words, the flow field energy
can be consider purely inertial by the entrainment eects of the free stream. From the
dissipation point of view, it can be noticed the change in slope trough out the jet’s central
line. Starting from the jet’s discharge and moving down stream, the low frequencies states
are exited on the production region with no associated dissipation, a high intensity peak
in frequency is observed followed by a drop in amplitude; the spectral energy values
at frequencies higher then the peak ones are consider as background noise (
X
D
= 0),
this can be confirmed by the randomness in phase, figures for the correspondent point
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in Appendix G, with a pattern that can be traced to the physical characteristics of each
numerical method associated to the correspondent cell size. Furthermore, the remaining
spectrograms points reveals a transfer of energy from lower to the higher frequencies
states, with the changing in dissipation rates towards the asymptotic value, as the higher
frequencies become more exited. The observed trends are explained by the population
of the high frequencies states at the expenses of the low frequency states, meaning a
surging in energy from the lower to the higher states. Moreover, as the production states
and lower frequencies becomes unexcited, the dissipation rate changes away from the
asymptotic reference level, populating them the higher frequency states until the energy
is dissipated as heat, at viscous level.
Table 6.6, reveals the spectral peak frequency to be in accordance with the yielding
experimental Strouhal number (St = 0:5 [33]) and in same order of magnitude with the
predicted resonant frequency, for this class of flows. The dierence between the simulated
results and experimental one can be explained by the dierent down stream probe loca-
tions, but still inside of the jet’s core (laminar region). However, the predicted Strouhal
numbers are inside the experimental numerical range, the HLLC WENO 9th-order case
give an exact value.
Numerical schemes Max St
HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC 108 0.44
CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC 110 0.45
HLLC MUSCL 5th-order 97 0.39
HLLCWENO 5th-order 98 0.40
CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC 98 0.40
HLLCWENO 9th-order 118 0.50
Table 6.6: Resonant frequencies at
X
D
= 5 and correspondent Strouhal numbers.
From this analysis, it is possible to conclude that all the selected methods are able
to describe the evolution of the energy dissipation decay trough out the jet’s central line.
Moreover, the resonant frequency of the system is accurately predicted for all the methods.
Furthermore, the total kinetic energy decay rate is in accordance to the theoretical and
experimental results.
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(a) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) HLLCWENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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(f) HLLCWENO 9th-order.
Figure 6.11: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (0; 5; 10).
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(a) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) HLLCWENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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Figure 6.12: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (15; 20; 25).
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(a) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(b) CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC.
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(c) HLLC MUSCL 5th-order.
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(d) HLLCWENO 5th-order.
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(e) CBS MUSCL 2nd-order LMC.
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Figure 6.13: Central line kinetic energy spectrograms, points
X
D
= (30; 35; 40).
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6.3 Discussion
In this chapter, the study of dierent methodologies in simulating a high subsonic jet
issuing into a free stream with a small velocity has been presented. It is suggested the
corrections and reviews done on the flow solver, during this study, have physical meaning
and are independent of the numerics and discretization levels. These results, also, expand
and enhance the mathematical conclusions form the previous chapter, Chapter 4, proving
the robustness of the geometrical method. Moreover, from this analysis, the results show
that eects of the grid refinement can be comparable to the eects of the Riemann solver
and numerical schemes (spatial accuracy). Furthermore, the dierences in results of the
predicted jet’s core length do not invalidate the discretization or numerical methods, as
the system of equations that describe the flow field take into account the distance between
inertial and non-inertial references systems. The following observations can be made:
 The results of each case have a physical meaningful result, with the accuracy being
dependent on the conjugation of the mesh size and spatial order.
 TheCNS3D HLLC Riemann solver captures better the physical properties than the
CNS3D CBS.
 The LMC augmentation eects enhance the CNS3D 5th-order scheme by improv-
ing a uniform dissipation at the lower scales.
 The physical nature of the reconstruction schemes is apparently, withCNS3DMUSCL
as the most accurate method.
 TheCNS3D 5th-order results captures with great confidence the physical properties
then the CNS3D 2nd-order and CNS3D 9th-order.
 As Fourier analysis is concerned, all the methods capture the resonance frequency,
a unique characteristic of any physical system.
Concluding, Figure 6.14, show a series of instantaneous snapshots for the axial ve-
locity (in the medium grid) demonstrating the unsteadiness and uncertainty of the flow
field. From the previous observations and analysis, it can be concluded the best cost
eective scheme to predict the physical characteristics of a Co-flow jet is the HLLC 5th-
order LMC with aMEDIUM discretization level. As a final remark, in Appendix H the
complete set of result is presented and can be used as a data base for future references.
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(a) Initialization. (b) 13 of simulated time.
(c) 23 of simulated time. (d) End of simulation.
Figure 6.14: Instantaneous axial velocity profiles, co-flow jet.
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7
Conclusions
The work completed in this thesis covered a wide range of numerical methods into sim-
ulating the behaviour of free shear layer flows (turbulent jet flows), using high-resolution
methods in the context of Implicit Large Eddy Simulations (ILES). Improvements and re-
views of the flow solver methods were performed without changing the context of ILES.
The resulting findings and conclusions made will be presented in the following section,
followed by recommendations for future work that may help in obtaining a deeper un-
derstanding of the solutions and results provided by using high-order and high-resolution
methods and their inherent turbulence predicting capabilities with the hope of further im-
proving them.
7.1 Conclusion of Work
Simulations based on the compressibleNSE equations using high-order and high-resolution
methods were carried out. No SGS turbulence model has been used as the aim of the in-
vestigation was to examine the ILES ability to successfully predict the behaviour of free
shear flows under dierent flow regimes.
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It has been demonstrated that by changing from the algebraic to the geometrical
method, singularity correction (Jacobian of the Transformation) augmented with trans-
parent boundary condition, the flow solver simulations can accurately predict with high
confidence the flow field behaviour, without lost of accuracy, at dierent flow regimes
and in the presence of sharp discontinuities (CDN test case). Furthermore, the review
of the reconstruction schemes (WENO) has been performed with success and confirmed
with Shock tube test cases (standard and 3D). The study, later test case applied to the
dierent methods, assures physical meaning to the flow field’s central line results under
the singularity correction influence. These changes (Chapter 3) enhances the flow solver
robustness and increase the range of applicability to science and engineering problems of
interest.
From the main part of this research, the fully developed turbulent jet flow (MaJet =
0:9) issuing into a stagnant free stream (Ma1 = 0) and with a small free-stream velocity
(Ma1 = 0:27MaJet), for which no current compressible ILES investigation has been con-
ducted, under the current discretization of volume of interest (axisymmetric mesh). This
study was concerned with the numerical ability in predicting a variety of complex flow
phenomenon such as free shear layers development, interaction and break down. From
the physical characterization (Velocity profiles, Reynolds stresses and Strouhal number),
reduction to the jet’s inertial reference system (jet core size) and buoyancy, the following
conclusions can be made:
 Introduction of the error bar computation concept, for unsteady and time explicit
simulations, with success. The need of proper amalgamation of results to construct
an interval of trust to be superimposed on the possible average result. The aver-
age result augmented by the error bar generates a possible envelope with physical
meaning. (Chapter 4)
 From the Static and Co-flow Jets, h-studies (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), the Medium
discretization level yields the most accurate and less expensive predictions in com-
parison with the Fine discretization level, that do not improve significantly (Static
Case) and degrade considerably (Co-flow Case) the results.
 From the p-studies, Static and Co-flow Jets (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), the reduced
data analysis reveals:
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– Similarity of results between Riemann solvers (Static Case) and a more accu-
rate prediction for the HLLC Riemann solver (Co-Flow Case).
– The LMC augmentation in conjunction with the MUSCL 5th-order scheme
clearly shows a physical behaviour in both test cases.
– For the same order of spatial accuracy and resolution, some dierences in
results for the Static Jet case can be observed between the MUSCL limiter
and theWENO reconstruction schemes, while the Co-flow case clearly shows
theMUSCL limiter predictions as the most accurate.
– Concerning the high-order reconstruction schemes, it can be concluded that
the results of the 2nd-order order scheme are comparable to the Coarse mesh
results, also, the 9th-order scheme in the Medium mesh is comparable to the
Fine mesh results, for both jet cases.
 Comparisons with experimental and empirical Strouhal number (jets near-fields)
reveal the resonant frequency for this kind of systems is in accordance with the
empirical results (Static Jet) and experimental results (Co-flow Jet). Furthermore,
the evolution of the spectral total kinetic energy trough out the jet’s central line
fulfil the current understanding of energy decay rate, for the employed numerical
methods.
 From the spectral analysis of the jets exhaust lip (Static Jet), it has been possible to
deduct and conclude a possible reason for the buoyancy characteristic of jets wakes,
as this kind of behaviour is a cause-eect interaction between the jet wake and free
stream induced entrainment.
 Finalizing this study, it is possible to conclude the most ecient scheme to be em-
ployed to simulate a high subsonic turbulent jet is the CBS MUSCL 5th-order
LMC numerical scheme (Static Jet) and the HLLC MUSCL 5th-order LMC nu-
merical scheme (Co-flow Jet), in conjunction with a Medium discretization level.
As a final remark, converged and numerically stable solutions which predicts with
some degree of trust the flow field characteristics and have achieved mathematical steadi-
ness, by using higher-order statistics (Skewness and Kurtosis), do not always represents
the natural behaviour of the flow, accurately. However, those predictions yield quasi-
physical behaviour for the average velocities and Reynolds stresses, even when the pre-
dicted results have achieved similarity between wake profiles. Which highlights that the
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main challenge of ILES is to provide not low, but rather adequate dissipation.
7.2 Future Work
In retrospect, the research detailed in this thesis has opened up several areas for future
work. Several lessons have been learnt and more work needs to be done, primarily in
order to control the computational cost of turbulent jet flows simulations, featuring free
shear layers. The use of higher order methods allows for a significant reduction of grid
cells trough out the domain. Therefore, the main focus in the future should be the devel-
opment of a reliable strategy that covers both jet and wake flow conditions. Regarding the
development of free shear layers, more fundamental studies are necessary to determine the
exact requirements of dierent numerical methods for producing realistic results. It has
been shown that the jet vortical ring production/break up regions and subsequent turbu-
lent mixing (back pressure/blockage eect) strongly depends on the order of the scheme
employed in conjunction with the grid resolution available. Here, comparisons with DNS
and experimental data for relatively simple geometries are desirable, in particular for the
Co-flow Jet case. In the context of free shear layer flows, an investigation of swirling, os-
cillating or a jet flow issuing into a cross free stream flow, with a small angle of incidence,
could oer valuable insight and may be proposed. Another strategy that can be adopted,
is the issuing of a jet with an inner boundary layer profile into a free stream. The previous
recommendations, also allow, possible extension towards the verification and validation
of the central lines’ singularity corrections, implemented during this research.
Finally, extending the comparative study (Static and Co-flow Jets), by using the LMC
augmentation in conjunction with the WENO 5th-order scheme, to observe the eects
and enhancements over the flow field resolution. Moreover, it is advise to compare the
WENO 9th-order scheme to it’s counter part (MUSCL 9th-order scheme) using both
Riemann solvers (CBS and HLLC).
This research can lead, ultimately, to the development of an adequate turbulence-
resolving "model" which ensures that numerical dissipation is correctly provided and in
which is capable of accurately captures the physical flow field behaviour.
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A
Mathematical and Physical Relationships
In this appendix, the theoretical background on how to treat the relevant physical for-
mulae and to calculate numerically the flow field behaviour and characteristics, is briefly
presented. A more detailed explanation can be found out in dierent text books, e.g.
Shames [130].
A.1 Navier-Stokes Equations System
The continuum description of fluids is based on the concept of the conservation laws. In
any physical system, the mass, momentum and energy must be conserved. The physics
of a flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equations. This set of equations comprise the
following physical laws and principles:
 Conservation of matter (continuity equation);
 Momentum principle of Newton (momentum equation);
 Conservation of Energy (First law of Thermodynamics);
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 Entropy Law (Second law of Thermodynamics).
Apart of this general laws and principles, numerous subsidiary laws exist, that are ap-
plied to specific systems, e.g. the Equation of State (EOS) for the perfect gas formulation,
Newton’s Law for viscosity (only applicable to certain viscus fluids), Fourier Law for heat
conduction and Hooke Law for elastic solids, among others. [130]
The following figure represents the analytical concept of a Control Volume and Con-
trol Surface immerse into a fluid. Using the previous physical principles and laws into the
concept, it is possible to derive the Navier-Stokes equations in a general form.
X
Y
Z 
x
y
z CV
CS
W
Q
R
dAn
V
TdA
Vxyz
r
w
Figure A.1: Flow field generic representation under Control Volume and Control Surface, for
inertial and non-inertial coordinate systems.
It should be remember that a system always has the same quantity of matter. In this sense,
a correct system definition assure mass conservation; by consequence, the following rela-
tion can be established for any time instant:	
CS
(V  dA) + @
@t
$
CV
(dV) = 0: (A.1)
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By considering the inertial reference system (XYZ) and one reference (xyz) moving
inertially with the fluid, Figure A.1, the momentum equation can be written in two dif-
ferent forms. Assuming the non-inertial system only translates in relation to the inertial
reference system, the momentum equation can be written as:
FS +
$
CV
BdV  
$
CV

R¨ + 2!  Vxyz + !˙  r + !  (!  r)

dV = (A.2)	
CS
Vxyz(Vxyz  dA) + @
@txyz
$
CV
Vxyz(dV):
in case of rotation in the non-inertial reference system, the previous equation can them be
written as:
MS +
$
CV
(r  B)dV  
$
CV

r 

R¨ + 2!  Vxyz + !˙  r + !  (!  r)

dV =(A.3)	
CS
(r  Vxyz)(Vxyz  dA) + @
@txyz
$
CV
(r  Vxyz)(dV):
The variables on the previous equations can be explained in Figure A.1; FS and MS
are the resulting contact force and momentum over the system, accordingly, and B is the
distribution of field forces per unit of mass. The term 2!  Vxyz is the famous Coriolis
force, !˙r angular force and ! (!r) the centrifugal or centripetal force. The previous
equations derivation is based in the mechanical principles of acceleration of particles.
In its general form, the first law of Thermodynamics applied to a fluid establishes, that
the ratio of energy transfer to the Control Volume in the form of heat and work is equal
to the eux of stored energy into the Control Volume plus the ratio of increasing energy.
The energy equation can them be written as:
dQ
dt
  dWS
dt
+
	
CS
T  VdA =
	
CS
E (V  dA) + @
@t
$
CV
E(dV) (A.4)
where E = V
2
2
+ e + gh, e is the internal energy and gh the potential energy. The terms
dWS
dt
axis work and

CS
T VdA fluid work, with T as the intensity of force per unit of area
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and V the fluid velocity that crosses the area element.
A.1.1 Integral and Dierential forms
With the general form of Navier-Stokes equations defined, it is possible to assume the
flow field as inertial and the previous equations (Equation (A.1) - Equation (A.4)) can be
rewritten in integral and dierential counterpart, accordingly, as follow:
 Continuity equations:
@
@t
*
CV
dV +
	
CS
u  dA = 0; (A.5)
@
@t
+ r(u) = 0: (A.6)
 Momentum equations:
@
@t
*
CV
udV +
	
CS
u (u  dA) =
	
CS
  dA +
*
CV
BdV; (A.7)
@u
@t
+ r(u 
 u) =  r; (A.8)
 Energy equations:
@
@t
*
CV
EtdV +
	
CS
Etu  dA =
*
CV
qdV +
	
CS
krTdA + (A.9)*
CV
B  udV  
	
CS
pu  dA +
	
CS

  u

 dA:
@Et
@t
+ r(uEt) =  r(u)   rq; (A.10)
Et = e + Ek = e +
u2
2
= e +
u2 + v2 + w2
2
: (A.11)
The definition of total energy has been changed, as the eect of the potential energy is
assumed to be negligible. Where u, e, and q stands for the velocity magnitude, internal
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energy, and heat flux, respectively.
From Equation (A.7) - Equation (A.9), it can be observed the introduction of a tensor
(). The tensor , is the stress tensor in a Newtonian fluid and it general form is given by:
 =  i jp + 
 
@ui
@x j
+
@u j
@xi
  2
3
i j
@uk
@xk
!
(A.12)
where p is the pressure, @ui
@x j
+
@u j
@xi
the shear stress, @uk
@xk
the normal stress and  is the dynamic
viscosity coecient.
Shear and Normal Stresses
The friction between layers of fluid is described by the stress tensor . The following
figure, illustrates the concept of stress behaviour over a control Volume.
(a) Normal Stresses (b) Shear Stresses
Figure A.2: Stresses concept over a Control Volume.
From Figure A.2 it is possible to give a generalise mathematical expression for the
stress tensor :
 =
2666666666664
xx xy xz
yx yy yz
zx zy zz
3777777777775 : (A.13)
A.1.2 Conservative Matrix form
With the Navier-Stokes equation system written in a "simplified" manner, the conservative
matrix form is presented here in Cartesian coordinates. This form is of great utility in
terms of numerics.
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@U
@t
+
@E
@x
+
@F
@y
+
@G
@z
= 0 (A.14)
U =
26666666666666666666666664

u
v
w
e
37777777777777777777777775
E =
26666666666666666666666664
u
u2 + p   xx
uv   xy
uw   xz
u(e + p)   uxx   vxy   wxz + qx
37777777777777777777777775
F =
26666666666666666666666664
v
uv   yx
v2 + p   yy
vw   yz
v(e + p)   uyx   vyy   wyz + qy
37777777777777777777777775
G =
26666666666666666666666664
w
uw   zx
vw   zy
w2 + p   zz
w(e + p)   uzx   vzy   wzz + qz
37777777777777777777777775
(A.15)
A.1.3 Transformation from Cartesian to Generalized Coordinates
Going a step further, the system of equations (Equation (A.14)) can be transformed into a
generalized curvilinear coordinates system. The transformation is then given by
 = (x; y; z; t);
 = (x; y; z; t);
 = (x; y; z; t);
time = t;
(A.16)
yielding the following form:
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@U
@time
+
@E
@
+
@F
@
+
@G
@
= 0 (A.17)
with,
U = JU
E = J(Ex + Fy +Gz)
F = J(Ex + Fy +Gz)
G = J(Ex + Fy +Gz)
(A.18)
where J is the Jacobian determinant of the transformation from Cartesian (x; y; z) to curvi-
linear (; ; ) coordinates,
J =
 @(x; y; z)@(; ; )
 (A.19)
Now, the Equation (A.6) - Equation (A.10) have been reduced to a single equation that
can be simply codified into a flow solver.
A.1.4 Nondimensionalization of the Governing Equations
Having the reference variables L, u, and  as length, velocity and density, respectively.
The relevant dimensionless variables in the Navier-Stokes equations, can be define as:
ui =
ui
U
xi =
xi
L
t = tUL
p = p
U2
e = eU2
(A.20)
with the index i representing the three components of velocity and space, respectively.
By replacing the variables of the Navier-Stokes equations with the dimensionless
counterparts, the result in the continuity equation is a invariance; on the momentum equa-
tion, the RHS contains one parameter, which is known as the Reynolds number. The
momentum equation, can be now rewritten as
@ui
@t
+
@ui u

j
@xj
=  @p

@xi
+
1
Re
@2uj
@xj@x

j
(A.21)
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for simplicity, the superscript  on the dimensionless variables can be omitted.
For the majority of fluid phenomena studied in sciences and engineering, the following
variables are considered important:
 pressure (p),
 temperature (T ),
 length (L),
 viscosity (),
 superficial tension (),
 speed of sound (c),
 density (),
 velocity (V).
From the previous list, a set of dimensionless groups can be formed and its physical
meaning understood:
 Reynolds number, Re = VL

, represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and
can also be understood as a scaling parameter;
 Mach number, Ma = V2c , represents the ratio of flow speed to pressure waves, it
measures compressibility;
 Strouhal Number, S t = LV , represents the ratio of flow time to induced time;
 Prandtl number, Pr = cpk , represents the ratio of momentum diusivity (kinematic
viscosity) to thermal diusivity.
As it can be seen, previously, the dimensionless numbers can also be related between
them. One important relation that can be established is between the Reynolds and Strouhal
numbers. From this relation one can estimate the resonance frequency of a particular
system.
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Figure A.3: Experimental results of the relation between Strouhal number and Reynolds
number.[126]
Based on Figure A.3 [126] an experimental formula can be established,
S t = 0:198
 
1   19:7
Re
!
; (A.22)
this formula will holds true for the range 250 < Re < 2  105.
A.2 Closure of the Navier-Stokes Equations system
There exist five equations to be solved, but the number of unknowns are more then five
(density, the three components of velocity, pressure, energy, stresses and heat fluxes). To
close the above system, modelling assumptions are used, e.g. for a perfect gas assumption,
the equation of state p = RT is employed to close the set of equations.
A.2.1 Equation of State
This equation of state holds true for the majority systems in classical physics. Despite of
its experimental origins, using the Grand Canonical distribution from Statistical Physics,
it is possible to be analytically derived [131, 132].
p = RT; (A.23)
where R is the specific gas constant. An extra unknown is then introduced that of temper-
ature T ; thus to complete the closure of the set of equations, a extra relation is required.
By using the thermodynamic relation between state variables (Caloric Equation of State)
it is possible to fulfil the close of the equations system.
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The specific heats at constant pressure and volume (cp and cv) can be related by cp  
cv = R, where R is a constant, specific to each fluid. The ratio between specific heats
( = cpcv ), form thermodynamics, characterize the fluid, in the case of air  = 1:4, at
standard atmospheric conditions. Other definition can be employed as, cp =
R
 1 and
cv = R 1 .
The total density-energy is then given by multiplying Equation (A.11) by , this allow
to calculate the internal energy as:
e = cvT =
RT
   1 =
RT
 (   1) =
p
 (   1) ; (A.24)
where e is the internal energy and T is the absolute temperature.
A.2.2 Heat flux
The heat flux q, also known as Fourier Law, is the intrinsic property of matter which
relates its ability to conduct heat. Heat flux by conduction involves transfer of energy
within a material without any motion of the material as a whole. Conduction takes place
when a temperature gradient exists in a fluid, or solid, medium. Thus, Fourier Law can
be written in integral and dierential forms, as:
@Q
@t
=  k
	
CS
rTdA (A.25)
q =  krT; (A.26)
where k is the thermal conductivity and rT is the temperature gradient. The thermal
conductivity is often treated as a constant, however, this is not always true. In anisotropic
materials, the thermal conductivity typically is a function of direction. Assuming k is
composed by laminar and a turbulent components, the mechanisms of turbulent transport
can be correctly accounted. In the case of ILES where no turbulence model is used
explicitly, the turbulent thermal conductivity is neglected and therefore equals zero. In
order to account for the laminar and turbulent components of the thermal conductivity, the
Prandtl number is also expressed in the form of the two same components. Furthermore,
since the ratio cp=Pr is approximately constant for most gases, the thermal conductivity k
may also be calculated by:
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k =
cp
Prl
+
cp
Prt
: (A.27)
For air, the value of the laminar Prandtl number Prl = 0:72 while its turbulent counterpart
Prt = 0:9.
A.2.3 Sutherland’s Law
The relation between temperature and viscosity can be understood by the Sutherland’s
law. This law is used to derive the dynamic viscosity of an ideal gas as a function of the
local temperature. It is valid for a range of absolute temperatures (0 < T < 555).

0
=
 
T
T0
!3=2 T0 + S u
T + S u
(A.28)
where T , T0 and S u are system, reference (T0 = 273:15(K)) and Sutherland’s temperature
(S u = 110:0(K)), accordingly, and 0 is a reference viscosity at a reference temperature
T0.
B
Shock Tube Results
In this appendix the remaining results from the Shock Tube test case analyses are pre-
sented. From these analyses, it can be observed the improvement in results with grid
resolution for all the employed methodologies. Moreover, the over/under shoot in results
at X = 0:5 can be associated to the Riemann solvers characteristics.
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Figure B.1: CBS MUSCL 2nd LMC, h1 h2.
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Figure B.2: CBS MUSCL 2nd LMC, h3 h4.
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Figure B.3: HLLC MUSCL 2nd LMC, h1 h2.
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Figure B.4: HLLC MUSCL 2nd LMC, h3 h4.
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Figure B.5: MUSCL 2nd LMC, 3D.
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Figure B.6: CBS MUSCL 5th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.7: CBS MUSCL 5th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.8: HLLC MUSCL 5th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.9: HLLC MUSCL 5th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.10: MUSCL 5th, 3D.
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Figure B.11: CBS MUSCL 5th LMC, h1 h2.
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Figure B.12: CBS MUSCL 5th LMC, h3 h4.
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Figure B.13: HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC, h1 h2.
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Figure B.14: HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC, h3 h4.
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Figure B.15: CBS WENO 5th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.16: CBS WENO 5th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.17: HLLC WENO 5th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.18: HLLC WENO 5th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.19: WENO 5th, 3D.
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Figure B.20: CBS WENO 9th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.21: CBS WENO 9th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.22: HLLC WENO 9th, h1 h2.
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Figure B.23: HLLC WENO 9th, h3 h4.
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Figure B.24: CBS WENO 9th, 3D.
C
Clustering and Discretization
C.1 Domain Discretization and Clustering
In general, boundaries of free shear layers from jet flows are similar in shape, diering
only in absolute size and slenderness ratio, . For the prediction of jet shape and the cor-
respondent grid clustering the Method of Characteristics have been applied [122, 123].
This analysis predicts an ever expanding plume, which tends asymptotically to a maxi-
mum diameter. The contact surface, or free shear layer, is then represented in parametric
form by a function which closely simulates the plume shape, but allows variability in size
and slenderness ratio.
y
ym
=
2n
2n   1
0BBBBB@ xxm
!0:5
  1
2n
 
x
xm
!n1CCCCCA : (C.1)
A value of n = 2:5 has been chosen as most closely fitting the experimental results of
[133]. The change of n aects only the external lateral force, which is proportional to the
area under the plume’s shape curve. By force and momentum balances it is possible to
write a system of equations which allow us to calculate the plume’s shape.
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=
 xm
r
2 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ym
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=
xm
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f1 = 2CFmax
 c

2 Z max
0
f () sin2 d; (C.3)
with,
f () = e 
2(1 cos )2 (C.4)
and
 =
 
1=2
 
1   CFex
CCFmax
!! 1
: (C.5)
The wake’s maximum diameter location is only a function of the pressure ratio pc=p1, and
the slenderness ratio is only a function of exit Mach number. This approximate method
underestimates but is able to predict the maximum wake diameter quite accurately, for
pressure ratios values from 10 to 107.
C.1.1 Summary
Using this methodology, the discretization of the geometrical domain is performed on
three levels:
 Coarse mesh with 500000 cells, with 16 blocks;
 Medium mesh with 1000000 cells, with 32 blocks;
 Fine mesh with 2000000 cells, with 64 blocks.
The following figures present the end result of the clustered domains that have been
used in this study.
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(a) Section YZ.
(b) Section XZ.
Figure C.1: Jets domain, Coarse mesh.
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(a) Section YZ.
(b) Section XZ.
Figure C.2: Jets domain, Medium mesh.
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(a) Section YZ.
(b) Section XZ.
Figure C.3: Jets domain, Fine mesh.
D
Reference Coordinate System
In this appendix, an analytical method for determining the jets core length size is pre-
sented. From the work of [33], a general equation for the mean velocity distribution has
been determined and employed. The velocity distribution, over the jet’s central line, can
be approximately computed using the following formula, for an isothermal and isobaric
jet:
U
UJet
= 1   e
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1:35 
1   X
Xc
!
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (D.1)
for the range of 0:3  Ma  1:4, with the jet’s core length (Xc) computed as:
Xc = 4:2 + 1:1Ma2Jet: (D.2)
The following table shows the empirical jet sizes core length for the Static and Co-flow
jet cases.
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Core length size Static Jet Co-flow Jet
Xc 5.10 4.67
Table D.1: Central line predicted results, jets core length size.
In order to calculate the value of X0 for each case, the decay rate slope has been fitted with
the experimental velocity decay rate. The same slope is then shifted along the abscissa
axis until the correspondent slope becomes tangential to the predicted velocity decay rate
distribution. The X0 value will be determined by the intersection of the correspondent
slope with the abscissa axis. The following formulation has been employed to compute
the jet’s inertial reference system location:
Xc = XPredictions   X0: (D.3)
The figures of the following sections, illustrate are the grafical computation of the jet’s
virtual origin value X0.
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Figure D.1: Static Jet Central Line decay rate, h-study. HWA[111] and LDA[33].
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Figure D.2: Static Jet Central Line decay rate, MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study. HWA[111] and
LDA[33].
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FigureD.3: Static Jet Central Line decay rate,MUSCL 5th, p-study. HWA[111] and LDA[33].
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Figure D.4: Static Jet Central Line decay rate, MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study. HWA[111] and
LDA[33].
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Figure D.5: Static Jet Central Line decay rate,WENO 5th, p-study. HWA[111] and LDA[33].
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Figure D.6: Static Jet Central Line decay rate,WENO 9th, p-study. HWA[111] and LDA[33].
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Figure D.7: Co-flow Jet Central Line decay rate, h-study. HWA[111].
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Figure D.8: Co-Flow Jet Central Line decay rate,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study. HWA[111].
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Figure D.9: Co-Flow Jet Central Line decay rate,MUSCL 5th, p-study. HWA[111].
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Figure D.10: Co-Flow Jet Central Line decay rate,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study. HWA[111].
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Figure D.11: Co-Flow Jet Central Line decay rate,WENO 5th, p-study. HWA[111].
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Figure D.12: Co-Flow Jet Central Line decay rate,WENO 9th, p-study. HWA[111].
E
Error Bar
In this appendix, the p-study results from both jet cases are presented by Riemann solver.
The velocity distributions results are from the jet inertial reference system.
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Figure E.1: Static Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure E.2: Static Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure E.3: Static Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure E.4: Static Jet Central Line velocity distribution,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure E.5: Static Jet Central Line velocity distribution,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure E.6: Co-Flow Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure E.7: Co-Flow Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure E.8: Co-Flow Jet Central Line velocity distribution,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure E.9: Co-Flow Jet Central Line velocity distribution,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure E.10: Co-Flow Jet Central Line velocity distribution,WENO 9th, p-study.
F
Mathematical and Physical Steady State
In this appendix, the statistical and similarity results of both jet cases are presented for all
the selected methodologies employed in this thesis.
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(f) Point XD = 40.
Figure F.1: Skewness results, h-study.
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(a) Central Line final value.
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Figure F.2: Kurtosis results, h-study.
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(a) Coarse mesh.
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(b) Medium mesh.
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(c) Fine mesh.
Figure F.3: Similarity profiles, h-study.
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Figure F.4: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.5: Skewness results,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.6: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.7: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.8: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.9: Skewness results,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.10: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.11: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.12: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.13: Skewness results,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.14: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.15: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.16: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.17: Skewness results,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.18: Kurtosis results,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.19: Similarity profiles,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.20: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.21: Skewness results,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.22: Kurtosis results,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.23: Similarity profiles,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.24: Skewness results, h-study.
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Figure F.25: Kurtosis results, h-study.
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Figure F.26: Similarity profiles, h-study.
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Figure F.27: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.28: Skewness results,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.29: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.30: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 2nd LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.31: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.32: Skewness results,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.33: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.34: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.35: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.36: Skewness results,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.37: Kurtosis results,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.38: Similarity profiles,MUSCL 5th LMC, p-study.
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Figure F.39: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.40: Skewness results,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.41: Kurtosis results,WENO 5th, p-study.
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Figure F.42: Similarity profiles.
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Figure F.43: Domains Maximum Standard Deviation,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.44: Skewness results,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.45: Kurtosis results,WENO 9th, p-study.
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Figure F.46: Similarity profiles,WENO 9th, p-study.
G
Spectral analysis
In this appendix, the temporal total kinetic energy and the correspondent phase diagrams
for both jet cases are presented for the CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC (Static jet case)
and HLLCMUSCL 5th-order LMC (Co-Flow jet case) methodologies employed in this
thesis. It can be observed, for the transition and far field regions of the jet’s, the "stabiliza-
tion" of the phase value around  = 
2
, that identifies the inertial scales. The importance
of the phase value is then associated with the transformation from the Fourier Space to
the Real Space, where the phase describe and completely identify each frequency/wave
number of the energy decay spectrum.
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Figure G.1: Kinetic Energy, CBS MUSCL 5th LMC.
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Figure G.2: Kinetic Energy, CBS MUSCL 5th LMC.
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Figure G.3: Kinetic Energy, CBS MUSCL 5th LMC.
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Figure G.4: Kinetic Energy, HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC.
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Figure G.5: Kinetic Energy, HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC.
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Figure G.6: Kinetic Energy, HLLC MUSCL 5th LMC.
H
Final Results
In this appendix, the remaining results for the CBS MUSCL 5th-order LMC (Static jet
case) andHLLCMUSCL 5th-order LMC (Co-Flow jet case) are presented, accordingly.
This data can be used in future investigations as reference.
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Figure H.1: Central line and Sections Reynolds Stresses, Static jet case.
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Figure H.2: Central line Reynolds Stresses, Co-flow jet case.
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Figure H.3: Section X X0D = 15 Reynolds Stresses, Co-flow jet case.
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Figure H.4: Section X X0D = 20 Reynolds Stresses, Co-flow jet case.
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Figure H.5: Section X X0D = 25 Reynolds Stresses, Co-flow jet case.
